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11fo plant and nourleh properly a Christian College 1s one 
of the highest privileges of Christian men and women.' 
If blessed is he that planteth a tree, then a hundred-
told more blessed is he that planteth a college for there 
is no soil so productive as mind. and no seed as fruitful 
as ideas. 111 
\ 
California Christian Advoeate 1 September 161 1926, p. 55. 
1 
DEDICAfED 
TO 
PRESIDENT KNOLES AND TBi FACULTY 
OF !mE COLL:CGE 
WllO HAVE SUCODlllm IN :BUILDING A Film 
tnm.rm lr,.q" 1WRT liHICH HAS CAUSED ME TO 
LOVE MY ALMA MATER BEYOND MlilASURE 
11 
• 
111 
. It is significant that the history of California 1 a oldest incor-
porated college has never been written in detail. A pamphlet.and 
several langtby newspaper and masazine arti~les have, to this time, 
eutficed. It there~ ore became my duty in writing thie thesis to 
amaas a quantity of material from the original sources • 
The most valuable sources CBme from the written minutes of the 
Board of Trustees from l~l ,to 1901. FaeUlty minutes, as well aa 
Alumni Association minutes, were available for a part of this period. 
' 
From w- personal collection of Pacifieana., exerpts from articles ey 
student writers were valuable.' 
Ma~ original documents were found in the collection of the His-
torical Society of the California Conference of the Methodist ChurCh. 
Most of these were the original personal letters belonging to the fore-
most leaders of pioneer Methodism in California. 
Probably the most valuable source material was found in the San 
Jose, California, newspapers. ?:he National Youth Administration ,. 
assigned fifteen workers to the proJect. These laboriously checked the 
files of the old newspapers from 1856 to 1901 to find articles of his-
torical interest as the,y appeared in chronological order. One quarter 
million pages of these papers were scanned. This proJect alone 
required a two weeks 1 period on the part of the workers; 
This thesis represents the first half of a piece of work whiCh 
ultimately, it is hoped, will portray a century of development by the 
College, It is expected that the complete work will be released 
shortly before the Centennial Celebration.' 
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!he passion for a trained leadership has from the earliest times 
been a significant characteristic of the religioUs bodies of this 
country. Not the least of these manifestations bae occurred in the 
Methodist Church. With the seal so often shown by that organization 
throughout its striking history, we find this church constantly upand-
ing to cover eve:ey section of the United States.' 
During the second ~~~de of the nineteenth centur.y the llathead 
Indians of Oregon heard from the ti-ad.ars of BODle ·"great book" which 
gave the white man his superior .power and cbaracter.1 Four of them. 
started the long journey East to learn the truth of' the account and to 
see if they could get the benefit of the book. There was at that time a 
Canadian, Jason Lee, preparing to devote his life to missionary work 
among the Indians of Canada. Here was the manl Not waiting for a 
f.Qrmal call. he started at onee from St. Louis in 1834, arriving in the 
Columbia territor,y in the fall of. that year. The site chosen for his 
mission was on the Williamette River, twelve miles bel~w the present 
city of Salem, Oregon. The project had a Vf'try hopeful b-eginning, and 
four years later ~e returned to the Eaet to seeure dinancial aid and 
additional workers. 
In 1848 the Oregon and California Mission Conference was estab-
lished, embracing within its limits the entire Pa.ci~ic Slope, and Rev-
erend William Roberts was appointed Superintendent. The first ness1on 
of this body was held under the instruction of Bishop Waugh. of Balti-
l A. :B. Hyde, !he Story of MetJaod\ftm, pp. 526-31.' 
·more, though preldded over by Su;perlntendent Roberts. It met in the 
chapel of the Oregon Institute at Sa.lell) on September s. 1849. Two of 
Califomia.•s pioneer Methodists, Isaac Owen and William Taylor, were 
official membera of the bo~ although they had not yet reached the 
Pacific· Coast. 
:Bishop Wa-ugh doubtle~Jsly had his eye on Isaac Owen for this new 
area. An ordinary man was not au:f'£'1cient un.to the tam. In William 
~lor• a CiJ.if~u:rdA Life Ill!l!~mtg4, the foUow1ng description ·of 
Owen is given: 
Isa.ac·Owen ;was born 1!\ ,ve;mont, misetl ip Cq,9n !Jl~on 
White River f:!!_ tp_wSlde:=ua..of lndJ~ .c. J?t-t:•::in~bucka~~ 
fed on pounded cake; e~cate4_~n a lQg; g9l.qQ)li~ ·First · 
book, Webster•s Spelling BoOk; first lesson in two syllables, 
commencin& with "Baker." Converted in the woods; .licensed. to 
preach on a log; first circuit (then called Otter Creek Mission) 
embraced a part of five counties. Last hgrd .gf, a misaiOD:!U 
in Ca11fornia,_!.I!.~!'J1.""~!:m~lll!tJ.l,t.§..~o . 4PolR~ ~ng "6een b.or.n_.~,.~tPer. •. .pw.an,,J,~ .§..thick-set, · ~-n;"ieout:=n;e·'r~et ten tnc1les3 ·high, ~;~·s~an'dh&!'r 
black, face round., !!..tl:~!!l~ .. ~~'*.cl?.'t~-%\,~~P....Jm~~~ 
nance. H~u~_zher, ve,!~ ... t~AU!.J~~ES)il!~t~, ~8n~~-i~&~:eZ~f~-fir~~~~l~~~;~~c!:e*1l~i!r·~~rtP-
r-ougn:~· .. practm'lea.uca:trOn"1.n-rear~1rr;:-he bas made himself 
auite familiar with his G~eek Testament. He 1s a man of 
anergy and perseverance. l once heard Bishop Mo~is say of him 
that "Owen never gives u:p: he alwqs does what he undertakee; 
if he can 1t da it oue way he will do it another," He h apt 
and "Bxped1ent in eve:ey- emergency •• , ~-~h!~.~~ .. Js.c .. 9.t16"~-t: the 2~~¥1itt:~i;b~··ij~f~'~hr~i;!t~--~~~!!::ii=:t:;~~ ~-eiit-ior""'if·~·he ~ is ... thc)r.o·····niy- slC.lfea ··1n "tlie'"'busine~8s':·~·· wnen 
.. ~, .. .,, .. .,, ..... ··~r···•,l • ., . ., ............ ,_llg., ._,., .... . .. . ., , ·. ' .... ·• . , 
he thinkS a certain portion of a mn 1s monei.o'W;ht to l>e llPPro-
priatid.:fc"1i:'Si}.ec'ial :.Cli\irJ:h::ente~1se · .. in l'lliicli .lie~·. ts .... enga.£ted, 
(~~j~~.Jllwqs.,~...one,,s~~lt,,~~tOO!l!t ... ~l~.:,_~~!!:::4!!!!~!fi:E .. 
~~Bl . Jil2v.Xll9U ... gb'Jl,J.tl?,.J!: .• ,"""'~~~,:. 
Here was the first man considered for the new work in California. 
In.October, la4s. the IndiAna Annual Conference approved of Owen•s 
3 
appointment and advised that he eloee hie work as agent of Indiana 
Asbury University as soon as possible, settle his private affairs, and 
spend hie remaining time in collecting funds to purchase books for a 
small book depository in San Fr.anciseo. 
Reluctantly, the Board of Trustees of the University accepted his 
resignation and stated that the.y regretted to lose his services but 
would cheerfully submit to the authority of the Church. While he 11'811 
. at Ind1s.na Asbur,y University, Owen raised, by subscription, a total of 
sixty-two thousand dolla.rs for the school, which was no small sum in 
those days. Good field agents were hard to get, and replacement us no 
easy matter. 
Apparently Bishop Waugh himself had given the needs of this new 
area some thaqght, becauae, in a letter dated October 16, 1848, he 
officially addressed Owen as follows: 
Confiding in your judgment, prudence, integrity, piety 
and zeal, and also, in your known attaChment to the Doctrine, 
Discipline, and Government, of the Methodist Episcopal Church• 
after mature deliberation, consultation, and pr.ayer, I have come 
to the conclusion to appoint you to the California Mission of 
the Methodist Episcopal ChurCh •••• It is intended, as soon as it 
can be done, to appoint another mi$sionary to Oalifornia •••• You 
will be the honored instrument of laying the foundation of the 
Methodist system of preaching the Gospel in that distant field 
where, by grace, its aehievrments will be glorious in bringing 
many son I!! to God· and glory. 
Three ~s after receiving this letter Isaac Owen replied, in 
part, as follows: 
Please accept of ntv thanks for th~ favor you have conferred 
upon me •••• California is not only a land far from the place of 
~ nativity, the place of mw ministerial association, the place 
of m1 kindred and friends and all endearments of rnw youth and 
1 
.Bishop Waugh to Isaac Owen, October 16, 1848., 
I 
riper yean, but h a land mee.BW."ably 'Uncivilized and 
unchr1st1anized, where the missionary must necesearil7 1ST the 
first principles of 1.)\U' h.ol.r religion. and of' the. institution• 
of our chureh, 'fhe Goepel b to be preached, not only in the 
more favored spots, but the destitute neighborhoods, and sparse 
settlements mu.at be hunted up, suitable sites, on which to 
erect churches are to be secured by good titles to the Cburch, 
Obnrchea are to be built, Sabbath Schools are to be formed, 
·common schools are to be built up, grammar and other high 
sehoola are to be established, a book depos1to17, embracing a 
good supply of Sabbath SchOol books. common school books, with 
a good supply of Bibles and testaments, must b~ taken to the 
country, In a word everytb!:ag in the 'I'IQ' of r9Ug1oue,. mental 
and moral imprGvement b before us ..... I ha.v.e settled up rrq 
business with the lndt.a.rla .Aabur,v Univerd ty and am now making 
arrangements to leave early next epr1ug 1n compaey w1 th some 
.Me'thodist friends, with which to Join th.f ·main .emigration at 
St. Joseph, Mo. bound !or California.... · 
4 
According __ to schedule, Owen and his family started for Cal1fonl1.a 
by ox team and wagon 1n the spring of 1849. In addition to provisions 
. ' 
and personal belongings, 1 t is significant t.o note that he also took 
three hundred and fifty dosen McGuffey's ;primers, speller'IJ. readers, 
and rhetor guidea. as well as Reman's Young Ladies• Readers and .Bay's 
arithmetic books. Tlm.11, there b a striking contrast in a man who had 
not known a letter of the alphabet until he was nine years old but who 1 
a relatively few 7ee.rs later, ha.d web a passion for educa:tion that it· 
was wrl t ten of him ttne would have established a high school at every 
crossroads and a College 1n ever,r county.u2 
Owen's first official communication from California to his super-
lore in the lilast tilieds light on the tedious journey across country and 
also reflects conditions in Wortham California in 1849, His party 
started the trip with fifteen oxen but because of the great emigra-
1 Isaac Owen to Biehop Waugh, December 28, 1848. 
2 William Warren Ferrier, £:\qne!t QhHQh Beg!nninp i;lld Educmtio:Qil. 
ltttttmtnt§ ~D CaJ.!fomiih p. 87. 
5 
tion acrose the plains and the consequent scarcity of grass and water, 
they lost much property and especially oxen, of which only six arrived 
~fely~ Many emigrants ware eompelled to leave not only provisions 
and other artlclea of :freight, but wagons, also, beea.uae of the loss of 
teams. 
, The first officially recorded act of Owen in Cali:f'ornia was to 
• · ·· preach a sermon wder a tree in the city of Grass Valley. lie then 
went on to the Sacramento Valley, reaching there on the first of 
October, 1849. He had orders from l31shop Waugh of Baltimore· to begin 
his labors in San ll'ranchco, unless notified otherwise. Be therefore 
proceeded to.Benee1a, then the State Capital, where he learned that 
Superintendent Roberts, of the Oregon and ·California Mission Confer-
. encit, had made a d1viaion of the work and that Reverend William Taylor 
was stationed in San Francisco, and Sacramento was assigned to him. 
Learning it was more satisfactory to make the trip back to Sacramento 
by steamer, he disposed of his wagons and oxen and loaded his belong-
ings onto a river steamer. The next morning the ship was agroUnd at 
high tide. After the tide fell, the schooner turned upon her bawn 
end and filled with water, which caused a lose of a portion of his 
party's best clothing and domestic articles. The seriousness of the 
calAmity is apparent when one considers the dif:f'icul ty they had in 
transporting their goods from the East. 'I'hey promptly secured passage 
on another steamer and reached Sacramento after a two-day voyage.' 
Prices there were extremely high owing particularly to the Cali-
fornia gold rush. Flour waa from $30 to $40 per barrel; meal from 
$25 to $30 per barrel; salt beef from $14 to $20 per barrel; salt pork 
··"' from $30 to $40 per barrel; potatoes .from 25 to 40 centa per pound; 
:other garden vegetables from 60 to 75 centa per pound; freah pork 
from $1.00 to $1.25 per -pound; and m1lk1 $1.00 per quart. Owen -wrote: 
Any houae that would have barely accommodated uv family 
on m,y arrival here would have coit me at least $300 a month 
rent, and the lea.at amount BIJ' family eould •ubdat upon 
embracing provisions, fuel and ~ther incidental expenses is 
from .$6 to $10 per day; and when we dare to live 8f ~· WJed. 
to do in the States, a great deal more than th1a. 
At thi11 point it 1s well to mention the significant part played 
by Reverend William ~ylor ln the early foundations of Methodlam 1n 
this state~ While 'l'aylor did not figure as prominently as Owen in 
early educational work. he is generally considered the outstanding 
pioneer religious personality. 
Taylor was appointed assistant missionary in this field shortly 
after Ow-en. He chose to come to O&lifornia by' sea aTOund Cape Born. 
6 
a Journey of one hundred and £ifty-five days. He reached San Francia-
,_ 
co about Septemb~r 20 1 1849 1 at almost the same Ume Owen rea~ed the 
State. 
Taylor was born in Virginia., of Scotch-Irish stock. His father 
was a Presbyterian, but he experienced a profound religious awaken-
ing at a Methodist camp meeting and thus changed his religious affll-
iation. llis home life was exemplary, a.nd he was strongly influenced 
by his heritage and religious training, It is sa.!d that he was a 
child of the camp meeting and that he carried the spirit, the message, 
and the Judgments of the camp meeting with him to every continent and 
l . 
, Isaae Owen to Dr. Pitman, January 11. 1850. 
7 
eivil1~tion on the globe.l 
As a young preacher, Taylor was appointed to work in the mountain 
eircuitr& of Virginia where he was reared. lie was 'Ulldaunted by diffi· 
cul ties, and with much personal drive combined with e flaming eve:nge-
listie zeal he became a great director of revivals and conversions. 
Historical references reveal that: 
In September, 1848. Will~ Taylor, by that time the 
junior preachel' of the North Baltimore Circuit, -striding down 
the etreet to the Monday morning preachers• meeting. heard hlfJ 
name called 1n the crowd and followed. a mesHDger into the 
o:tfiae behind a bookstore. There he found Bishop :Beverly 
Waugh, who, after telling him that the General Conference had 
authorized the sending of two missionaries to California, asked 
1f he ·would be one o:f ~e two. Re accepted and sb: months 
later secured passage .. 
Owen and ~ylor found California in the start of what hiatorians 
call one of the most colorful epics in history--the California gold 
rush. The lust for gold has always been P. chief motif in human his-
tory. But never did the discovery of the prec1ou~ metal cause such a 
gigantic ava.lanche of humanity ae that which went to Cal ifornla 
between 1848 and 1851. In 1848, when the United States acquired 
California at the close of the Mexican war, there were only a few 
hundred Americans in the territory. But after gold had been discovered 
at Sutter's Mill 'in E1 Dorado County, the word spread like wildfire. 
and by 1850 over one hundred thousand goldseekers had besieged the 
territor,y and had panned many million dollars• worth of gold. The 
fever that raged it~ expressed in one of the popular songs of the day: 
1 Luccock and Hutchinson, ~e Stot[ of ,Methodi~, p. 376. 
2 !£.~,!!. 
';.:. . .. -
•x.. aoon shall be in J'riaco, 
And then I •u look around• 
And when I aee the gold lunps there. 
I'll l'lek •em otf the ground. 
Ifll scrape the mountains clear, my boys, 
I'll draln the rivera dry, 
A pocket full of rocks bri, home-
So brothen_don't you c17. 
8 
~e routes were ·pOssible to get to the promised land. The moat 
travelled was the overland route across the plains. A second possibU-
1 ty wan to 1;0 by boat to Parw.ma and then, after crossing the Ist.hmu.s, 
to go by sea agatn to San Francisco. ~e third choice wu to sail from 
the east coast tU"Ound Cape Horn.' 
All three routes had their drawbacks. Tho ovede.nd route was 
bard, and there was the constant danger from Indian attacks. 'the 
route across the IBtbmu.s was made partly- b;y boat 1 and hiking and on 
mule back. There was constant danger of tropical diaease as well a._ 
dysentery. It waos so damp that clothes were never dry. Places for 
rest were poor .. and the Indian guideE were many times unreliable. The 
trip &rOund Cape Born was usually veey rough, and poor water plus a 
lack flf fresh green food soon took its toll of the pe.as~ngers. 
San Francisco was easily the center of this western migration. 
One could have 11een as ma:ny as five hundred ahips in the :Bay at one 
time, all abandoned and cracking up. their owners and crews off to 
the diggings in search of gold. San Francisco was a city of tents 
and shanties and one or two etor,y wooden houses. The streets were 
irregular, ungraded, and muddy during the rainy season. One street 
was so bad it had the following sign posted at its entrancer "This 
str&et impassable, not even jackassable." 1~ere were few women and 
l Ibid, p. 297 .. 
9 
eome of them were not of the beet. ~ere were practically no ehildreu 
beca.wre f'amlly life had not been established as yet to any marked 
degree. 
A very important fact was that the men were young men, between 
the ages of thirteen and thirty. T.ne founders of the University of the 
Pacific· were also young men because it was they who had the daring and 
the pb,vdcal sstamina to get here in the first place and to w1 thstaud 
the rigors of life ~ter settling. 
!fhe colorful min~rs 1 with their woolen shirts, canvaa packs, and 
large boots and guns, were t~ be seen everywhere. Xvery great gold 
strike has had its wild and irresponsible charactel'fl. This one proved 
to be no exception, and from the writings of prominent s.uthor11 we 
learn that almost every type ot human being part1citxtted. i'here were 
fighting, gambling, getting rich, prostitution-all these things with 
their accompaniments were a challenge to those who would spread the 
gospel of Jesus. It h ~Said that preachers soon lear.led not to be 
shocked too easily 1 many times u.dng !3fllPtY whiskey barrels for out-
d064 pulpits. The sounds of revelry fTom dance balls and gambling 
dens were drowned out by the clarion call of the pastor, who had 
learned to s1ng and -preach in no weal: manner. ln other words, two-
fist edt straight-fro~the-shoulder man of God were needed to lay the 
foundation of Methodism here. 
A pastor's wife wrote her parents 111 the Eaat toot 11~Hnist~rs 
need much religion to sustain them in thio country, there is so much 
to bear. and so much occasion to forbear, and a poor $upport in this 
10 
land of gold. •1 
J. P. Durbin, Corresponding Secretary of the l.thsiona.ry Society 
of the Methodist ChurCh, was not deaf to the needs of the new area. 
In a letter to Owen he stated that he was sending as missionaries, 
Reverend s. D. Simonds, for general work and Dr. Edward Bannister of 
the Ope\~ Conference to be a teacher in California in suCh capac!-
ties and under suCh conditions as the Misaionar.y Board might direct. 
He went on further to a~: 
The indefiniteness in this appointment arises from the fact 
that, as .yet, we have no Seminary in California, and there-
fore could not designate either the place or rank of the 
appointment. We will take measures to determine them as far as 
dedrable or practicable; but we must rely chiefly, perhaps 
wholly, on the Jud.gment and -prudence of Brother Roberts2 and. 
yourself, in consultation with other friends and brethren. 
It 1s very important that the infant seminary be in the right 
place; be as we Judge, at first an academyi and that it may 
grow to be a college; that the buildingB be of proper size and 
arrangements, of good materials and substantially built: and 
tha. t debt be avoided as much as may be. We have seen so many 
mistakes made in founding new institutions of learning, and 
muCh disastrous consequenc~s have followed that we are careful 
to make these suggestions. 
Ferrier emphasizes the relationship of missionaries to eerly-day 
education: 
It is a noteworthy fact that almost without exception 
there was no school of any kind in California during the year 
1849 other than those which were conducted by the pioneer 
Protestant ministers. These -pioneers believed that the church 
and the school were the bulwarkE of our civilization, and the 
first who were commissioned by the missionar,r societies in the 
East for religious work in California came with a great devotion 
to education--to that furnished by the common school and 
academy, and also to that by the coll~ge and the university. 
The type of men wanted were those who were pious, talented and 
1 Mrs. Edward :Bannister to her mother, February 14, 1854. 
2 Refers to Reverend William Roberts, Superintendent of the Oregon 
3 and California Mhdon Conference. Dr. J. P. Durbin to lBaac Owen, May 21, 1850. 
experienced fro~ twenty-five to thirty years of ~e.1 with 
a small family. 
In a letter dated Mq 31, 1850" Durbin wrote a follow-up letter 
to Owen s ta Uag: 
Bannieter bas been appointed to your field to look 
after. educational lnteree~s, to begin a College or t1nivers1t7 
by founding 1f possible first an academ;,y in such place a• 
yourself with Robert~, ~y-lo.r and the rest of the friend& 
shall think well of. 
Superintendent Roberts also sent instructiona·as follows: 
On Brother' Bannister• s arrival the location and organ! ... 
zation of t~ proposed literar,v institution will come qp 
to which we are 8to give countenance and cooperation.H Dr. 
Durbin suggests that the Conference appoint a committ.ee of 
the preache:rs stationed in Calif'omla or at least three .ot 
them and' if practicable thne intelligent lqmen who love the 
chur~ and the course of learning to make the proper inquiries 
respet;Ung the loca Uont the bu1ld1ttgs, the charter • and to 
especially consider the question of subscriptions .... lt is 
also suggested of this committee that ~rother Bannister should 
be secretary- and in all IM.tters concerning·book:a, organiza-
tion, etc., his views should have great weight. And more-
over 1 t is suggested that 1 should be chairman •••• Let the 
committee consist of so tllal'l.Y of the preachers as you may f1ud 
'Practicable-too large a committee h unwield;y-beg1nn1ng 
with Brothers Owen and Taylor and let Brother Bannhter be ' 
Secretar.y. Secure the services of some laymen as above . 
indicated and then go to work promptly but very prudently.4 
By this time Owen had been relieved of pastoral duties at 
Sacramento and was a:ppointed Presiding Elder of s.ll work in Califor-
nia, wh.Ue his home was to be maintained in San Jose or Santa Clara. 
On October 8 • 1850, Owen as Presiding; Elder conducted an adjourned 
1 Isaac OWen was forty years. o£ age ae he started for California. 
2 WilliAm Warren li'errier, Ninetl Yej!rs 2f. Ed;qcation in Californii'A, 
p;. 29 .• · 
3 Dr. J. P. Durbin to lsaao Owen, May 31, 1850. 
4 William Roberts to Isaac Owen, October 5, 1850. 
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meeting of the Quarterly Conference at the Firat Methodist Church in 
San Francisco. tJnder the question, Mis there any advisory business? 11 , 
the following resolution was passed: 
In regard 't() a 11 terary institution 1 t VIBS moved -by 
l3rother Taylor, seconded by .J. :a. ]and, that, Whereas •. we 
ciumot at present haTe the action of an annual Conference 
in regard. to the edablishm&nt of e.n institution of higher 
learnirag in California,· we, as a Q,uarterly Conference, do 
reeommend the .establishment of such inst1 tution .and pleilge 
ourselves .to cooperate therewith, and we do also recommend 
that the Presiding :Elder '})resent the subJect to other 
Quarterly. Conferences in the District, and otherwise use his 
!nfluenee to the. :furtheral'loe or such establishment by obtain-
ing sUbscriptions sufficiant .to create a legal.iclaim to a 
cbe.rler therefor. The resolution was adopted. 
Up to this po1nt there was no other legal church body in Califor-
nio. by which action could be taken. No Annual Conference had as yet 
been established in California; instead the area wns servoed by 
Superintendent Roberts, who resided in Oregon and met with the Ca.lifor-
nia men twice each year. Final action was always taken at the regu,.. 
lar Oregon California Mission Conference, which was always held in 
Oregon beca.use the large bulk of m.enibership was there. 
When the eteamer "Oregon., dropped anchor in San Francisco bay, 
October 18, 1850, she brought news that created great excitement. It 
\!RU3 the first authentic information that Congress had admitted 
California into the Union. Among the passengers on thh historic 
voyage was Edward Bannister and his family. He was a graduate of 
Wesleyan University at Middletown, Connecticut, and at the time of 
his a.wolntment was a professor in the Oazinovta Semine.ry in New York: 
1 Minutes of th~ Board of TruRtees, First Methodist Church, San 
:Francisco, 1850. 
l3 
Be immediately begH.n educational work, although the exact status of the 
enterprise is not altogether clear. Ferrier has the following to ~= 
At some unknown da.te in 1850 a school called. San Jos'e 
Aeademy was opened in San Jaae by the Reverend Edward Bannister, 
a graduate of Wesleyan University at Middleton.. Connecticut, 
who came to Callfornia to engage in edueat1onal work. and. who 
Was especially designated for such work by the MbRlon Confer-
ence of the Methodist Epheopal Church, which met at Salem, 
Oregon, in 1851.1 
Iea.ac Owen also wrote to Dr •.. J. P. Du.rqin as follows r 
i'he Trustees of the San Jose Academy have raised on 
subscription $4,000 and bave purChased a large Hotel that 
accommodates the School at once. Professor Bannister is now 
teaching in it. Be has s. good achool but· we !.h"i.ll soon. 
need him at Santa Clara to take charge of the College;then 
we are without a teacher a.t San Jose.. Will the Board at onoe 
.... 
sU!Jply these Points.~ 
Probably the school was not under the direct 'J)e.tron..<tge c.f any 
..•.. 
religious denomination as .the following reference indicates: 
San Joee Academy--Not being 'Under the patronage of any 
religious denomina. tion. no form of sectarianism will be 
taught but a vigUant regard will constantly be had to the 
morals of the pu:pila.3 
A search of church records for 1850 reveals no mention of the 
San Jose Academy, neither is it mentioned in sUbsequent years. It 
was 1 however, opened by Bannister and became his first educational 
project in California. According to Bockwell D. Hunt: 
ProfeBsor Bannister, who had been especially sent to 
California to assume charge of the educational department, 
opened early in 1851 in the town of San Jose, "a sChool of 
higher gr.ade than any in e%istence in California at that 
time, 1 occupying for the ~urpose a building at the corner 
1 William Warren Ferrier, Nintfiz.~x:s Qf' Edug.a.tion.Jn CN:!fsttna. 
p. 47. 
2 Isaac Owen to Dr. J. P. Dur;trm, September 11. 1851. 
3 Santa Ola.ra Register, September 15, 1850, p. 4; 
of Second and San Fernando streets, later known as the 
"What Cheer House." Mre.Bannister assisted her husband ani 
by December, 1851 1 the sChool numbered about fifty pupils. 
1 Rockwell D. Hunt. Gol,.den Jubile~ of th,~ Uq,ive:t:sitY, of ~.l:}e Paci:f'is, 
pp. 6-7. 
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-CHAPTER II 
Bannister's presence in California meant that Presiding Elder 
Owen could proceed in the calling of an educational convention.· !his 
he did, and on January 6 and 7 1 1851, the convention assembled in tne 
Methodist Church. at Pueblo de San Jose. Owen was chairman of the 
meeting, with Bannister as secretary. Others present were the RaY-
erend James Brier, the Reverend B. s. Loveland, the Reverend William 
Morrow, C. P. Hester, the Reverend James Cordnl the Reverend M. c. 
Briggs, and the Reverend W. Grove Deal.1 Committees were appointed 
on the charter and character of the institution, location, finances and 
buildings. 
rhe second session dealt primarily with the character of the 
school to be established. It recommended the hfounding of an institu-
2 tion the grade of a University.• The report on finances was adopted 
proposing to raise a sum of money the coming year for building purposes 
and the opening of a preparatory school. Isaac Owen was a-ppointed· 
agent to raise the funds proposed. He was also authorized to obtain 
the services of a good archi teet to advise as .to style of architecture 
and to lllS.ke suitable architectural drawings. It was decided that 
educational operations should be continued in San Jose at present, but 
a committee was anpointed to look into the advantages of other loca-
tions. 
An act providing for the incorporation of colleges bad been 
1 M'j.nute§ gf the Fi,rst MeetiM of the Educational Convention To Found 
.The University 2f the Pacific, Januar.y 6, 1851 • 
.2 Ibid. 
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passed by the ·Legislature on April .20. 1850. It is reproduced in.the 
footnotes to show the advanced nature of the thought relative to the 
foundiQg of such institut1ons.1 
!he People of the State of California, represented in Senate and 
Assembly, do enact as follows: 
Section 1. ll.'ny College .TJJEl'Y' be incorporated in this Sta~. s.ccord.-
1ng to the provisions of this Act, by the Supreme Court of the 
State, upon application.· · 
Section 2. 1'h!l founders or contributors of a.tcy'. proposed College 
within this State shall make to the Supreme Court application 1l'l 
writing, under their hands., reauesting that--College ms..v be incor-
porated, specifying the first Trustees, and the name q.. which the 
Corporation is to be called.\ · 
Section 3. In caae the Court shall be satisfied that the pro-
paced College has an endowment of twenty thousand dollars, and 
that the proposed Trustees are capable men, then the Oourt shall, 
by an instrument under its Seal, declare the College incorporated, 
under the provisions of this Act by the name specified in the 
application; and the application, tagether with the declaration 
tJf the Court , shall be recorded in the office of the Secretary of 
State. · 
Section 4. Immediately after recording the same, the property 
and funds of such College Shall be vested in the Trustees mo 
nominated, for the use and benefit .. of the College. 
Section 5. The trru.stees of every such College shall not be .more 
than (24) twenty ... four, nor less than (12) twelv.e in number; and 
(7) seven Trustees of any College shall constitute a quorum for 
the transaction of bueiness. 
Section 6. The Trustees of evet7 such College shall be a Corpora-
tion, known by the name and style of the President and the Board 
of 'l.Tustees of College, and by that name they- and 
their successors shall be known in law, have perpetual succession, sm 
sue and be sued. in all Courts and in all actions whatsoever. 
Section 7. T.he Trustee$ shall have power, 1. To elect by ballot, 
annually, one of their number as President of the Board; 2. Upon 
the death, removal out of the State, or other vacancy in the 
office of any Trustee, to elect another in his ~lace; 3. To elect 
additional Trustees, provided the whole number elacted shall 
never exceed twenty-four (24) at any one time; 4. To declare 
vacant the ~eat of any Trustee who shall absent himself from 
eight (8) succeeding meetings of the board: 5. To receive and 
hold, by purchase, gift, or grant, any real or personal property, 
provided, that the yearly income of the College shall not exceed 
its necessary yearly expenses ten thousand (10,000) dollars; 
6. To sell. mortgage, lease, and otherwise use a.nd dispose ot 
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This general law, ~~ver, was apparently not altogether to the 
lildng of the founding bo,;ty. They reeomnended the modification of the 
seventh section of the existing law in such a way all to allow the 
founders of any College or University to appoint in all cases the 
trustees and to prescribe their dutie11 in the management or such an 
institution. o. P .• Hester, Isaac Owen, William Morrow, and Edward 
Bannister were appointed a committee to bring the subject before the 
. 1 
California Legislature and secure the necessary action. 
A second conference was called by Owen at the home of Reverend 
Willirun ~aylor in San Francisco on May 14. 1851. Four locations for 
such property. in such manner as they shall deem most conducive 
to the prosperity of the College; 1. To direct and prescribe the 
course of s~ and discipline to be observed in the College; 
B. To appoint a President of the College, who shall hold his 
office during good behavior; 9 .• To appoint such Professors, 
futors, and other officers as they shall deem necessary, who 1 
unless employed under a special contract, Shall hold their 
offices during the pleasure of the ~rustees; 10. To remove from 
office the President, and every Professor. Tutor. or other offi-
cer employed, upon a complaint in writing, by any member of the 
l3oard of Trustees, stating th~ misbehavior in. office, incapacity 1 
immoral conduct of the person -or .persons sought to be removed, 
and upon due examination and proof-of such ec~l~int. 11. ~0-
grant such literary honors ae .are usually granted by any university, 
college, or seminary of leaTning in the United States, and in 
testimony thereof, to give suitable diplomas under their senl, 
and the signature of such officers of the College as they Shall 
deem expedient; 12. To fix the salariea of the President, Pro-
fessors, and other officers of the College; 13. To make all 
by-laws and ordinances necessary and proper to carry into effect 
the presiding powers, and necessary to advance the interest of 
the College: provided. that no by-laws or ordins.nce shall con-
flict with .the Constitution or Laws of the United States or of 
this State. 
Section a. Every diploma granted by such Trustees shall entitle 
the possessor to all the immunities, which by usage or statute, 
are allowed to po~sessors of sbnilar diplomas granted by any uni-
versity, college, or seminar! of learning in the United States. 1 Minutes of the SQqpnd M~eting gf the Educational Cqnv~ntion to Foynd 
The Un!vetg1ty pf ~he Pae!f&c, May 14, 1851, 
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the school were here discussed, namely: San Francisco, San Joee, Santa 
Clara. and Vallejo: However, the following resolution in this re~rd 
was adopted: 
l. RESOLVED, that we locate the University inde~endentlY 
of present corporations on some mUe square to be selected 
for that purpose, which shall be sold in small lots so as .to secure 
an endowment and give such control as to prevent the sale of 
intoxicating liquors,. the practices of gambling, of eircusese 
and other lmm.oral aiDW!ement. 
2. BESOLVllD, that e. board of commhsionera be a'9POinted 
to select., secure and plot suitable grounda for the University 
town on the plan abo:ve proposed. 
3. RESOLVED. that the unity point near ValleJo, and the 
San Jose Valley near Mr. Angelo t s be earnestly commended to the 
notice of the eommissioners,l 
'fhe commissioners thus ·appoint-ed ir&re W. G. Deal, D. L. Ross, 
Isaac Owen, J.ldward.:&.rmister, and M. C. :Priggs. Espeela.lly important 
at this time Wits the election of a Board of Trustees. Many names· were 
suggested. with the following duly elected: Isaac Owen. D. L. Rose, 
the Reverend s. D. Simonds, the Honorable C. P. Hester, w. Grove Deal, M. 
D., the Reverend M. c. Briggs, the Revc~end Edwa~d Bannister, the Rev-
e:rend J. ll. :Bond, the Re-verend Wi!lia.m Morrow, the Reverend James 
Rodgers, tha Reverend Warner Oliver, tl1e Reverend James Corwin, the 
Reverend Charles Maclay • the Reverend Davis. A. Dryden and. the Rever-
.. 2 
end A. L. s. Bateman. 
The third of these historic meetings pursuant to the granting of 
the charter was held. at the residence of Owen in Santa Clara on 
June 26, 1851. ~e main object was to decide upon a location and to 
l Ibid. 
2 ~tem of the Third Meeting of the Educnt!gna! CQnvention to Found 
The yPiver~!tz gf the Pag\fiQ, June 26, lB5l. 
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prepare the way for th~ securing of a charter. Owen, as agent, 
apparently discovered that in getting subscriptions, the site adjacent 
to the city of Santa Clara offered the best chance to get land and 
financic.l sUpport. He presented to the :Board a propo.d tion offering 
subscriptions in cash of $27,500 and the necessary land in case the· 
site wae ~elected. After consideration of objections to this site by 
letter from absent members of the committee, those present unanimous-
ly adopted the resolution by which the College wae to be located in 
Santa Clara. 1 
Apparently all the above eolie1tation by Owen was nad.e in the 
vicinity of Santa. Clara, because a motion was passed which stated 
that as soon as he had secured the sum of thirty thousand dollars for 
endowment and a sufficient amount to erect one recitation room. he 
should be authorized to solicit subscri-ptions beyond ·the limits of the 
San Jose Ve.lley. 2 
The next ir..'lportant consideration wa!': 'the matter of a. name. Sev-
era! names were euggeeted, the one most favored being Wesleyan Univer-
si ty of California, but after furt:Uer discussion the name finally 
adopted was California Wesleyan University. 3 This was in line with 
the naming of ~ethodist Schools over the country, as the name 
Wesleyan appears many times. 
The securing of a charter wag the next step. Owen, Bannister, 
and Hester were then anno1nted a committee to draft a suitable petition 
1 ~bid. 
2 Ibid 
3 Ibid: 
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to the Supreme Court for the charter and to take sueh action as might 
be necessary to secure the same.l 
Acting under the authority of the law of 1850, attorney Annis 
Merrill, a member of the Board of Trustees, petitioned the Judges of 
the Supreme Court of the State for the incorporation of the California 
Wesleyan College on July 10, 1851.2 It is to be noted her.e that the 
official name voted upon was California Wesleyan University, but the 
-petition to the Supreme CoU1"t and the subsequent incorporation gives 
the name as California Wesleyan College.. The reason was that the 
Supreme Court bad no power to grant University charters. On this same 
date, July 10. 1851, the Supreme Court issued a charter signed by 
E. H. Thorp, ito clerk, which was the .first charter granted in 
California for an educational institution of collegiate grade. 
In spite of conflicting claims, there is good reason to consider 
California Wesls.yan College the oldest on the Pacific Coast. A rival 
claimant of this honor is Santa. Clara College, which was renamed The 
University of Santa Clara in 1912. In the historical sketCh of that 
school, given in its general catalogue, the following statement is 
made: 
Desiring to save the remnants of the Mission.· and also 
to start a College to meet the growing need of the times, 
the D~shop invited the Society of Jesus to Santa Clara. !he 
invitation was accepted and accordingly, on March 19, 1851, 
Father John Nobili laid the foundation of ~nta Clara College. 
He adapted the old adobe buildi~ to the req~ir~ants of a 
.College. On April 28, 1855, the institution was chartered 
1 ~bid. 2 ~ily Alta Cal1fgrnia, July 10, 1851, p. 2, Col. 4. 
a University and continued to be known as Santa Clara 
Coll~e until 1912. It is the oldest institution of higher 
learning in the West.l 
~e claim put forward in the last sentence is not borne out by 
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the historical evidence. By legal evidence as well as the admission 
of the authorities of the University of Santa Clara, their charter was 
granted in 1855 four years later than that for California Wesleyan 
College. Apparently, then, the claim to antiquity rests in the founda-
tion laid by Father John Nobili on March 19, 1851. If this is the 
case, Pacific would with equal validity be entitled to base its 
foundation on the school headed by Edward ~annister in San Jose in 
1850. 
Another institution which claims priority 1~ Willamette Univer-
sity of Salem, Oregon. In its general catalogue the following 
historical sketch is presented: 
Willamette University is the oldest institution of 
higher learning west of the Missouri River. Jason Lee, a 
missionary, established in 1834 an Indian Mission sehool a 
few miles north of the present site of Salem, Oregon. A 
few years later this school was moved to what is now the 
campus of Willamette University. Meanwhile, in 1839, other 
~ioneer missionaries came to the Northwest, to build a 
Christian civilization. They were persuaded that the founda-
tion must be laid in religion and education. While on the 
ship "Lusanne," as it sailed the Pacific Ocean for the new 
land, they took a. collection of $650 for the.purpose of 
establishing there a Christian ~chool for white children. 
In 1842 a board of trustees was organized among the new 
settlers to promote an institution of higher learning for the 
white children. The Indian Mission school did not prosper, 
and wa~ abandoned in 1844. These trustees then purchased 
its ~roperty for $4,000, for the newly establiShed "Oregon 
Institute. 11 The amount, large as it was for those ~ioneer 
1 General CHtfll:Qgj!e Qf the Univer§itY of Sa.-ntfl Clam, 1933-1934, 
p~. 13-4. 
t' 
\: 
~~. was promptly subscribed out of the slender means of the 
settlers; the subscriptions to be paid, according to stipula-
tion, 1one-third ln cash orders on the mission in Vancouver 
and the remainder in tame meat, cattle. l'Ulllber, labor. wheat, 
or oash, according to the choice of the donor." 
Instruction began that year. 1844, which was f'1ve yea.rs 
before General Lane, who afterwards became the first terri-
torial governor, proclaimed the government of the United States 
at Oregon City. At first the Institute was maiJily a boaX'ding 
sChool for the children of the widely scattered settlers. 
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flhen organized it was not denominational, but within a abort 
time it was taken over by the Methodist Mission since that 
body was best able to assume the reeponsibility. It maintained 
from the outset a strictly non-sectarian character 1 however, 
and its influence gradually spread throughout the wide but 
scantily populated terrltor,v. lts growth, though at no time 
rapid 1 was stead1'. 
It was the intention of the founders ot the Institute 
that it should ultimately be raised to the rank: of a college. 
This purpose was carried out 1n 1853 .. when the Oregon Terri-
torial Legislature granted a charter to "Walamet University.• 
The Oregon Institute continued to exist but 1t became the 
preparator.r department of the Liberal Arts College of the 
University. 
With the acquisition of the charter the institution 
gained a recognized standing, and its development became a 
part of the development of the great Northwest. The first class 
from the college was graduated in 1859.1 
fhus by its own admission, the Oregon Institute did not give work 
on the college level until 1853 when the Oregon Territorial Legis-
lature granted a. charter to "Walamet University. a It h further 
stated that the Oregon Institute continued to exist. but it became 
the pre-para tory department of the Liberal Arts College of' the Uni-
varsity. 
It therefore seem~ clear that Pacific was ~he first college on 
the Pacific Coast to be chartered to work on the college level, and 
further, that it actually gave the first college level instruction 
~ 
irrespective of incorporation. On this gabis, 1t may be confidently 
asserted that Pacific was the first actual college on the Pacific 
Coaet, not only in name, but, in true status as well. 
---
CHAPTER I I X 
... 
The ~iret meeting of the Board of Trustees was held on 
August 15, 1851 at the Powell Street Methodist Chureh in San Francisco. 
s. D. Simonds was duly elected President, and Edward Bannister, Seere-
tar,y of the Board~ Committees were authorized to draw up by-laws for 
the government of the Board and its officers, the n~bers and titles 
of the professort! needed, a course of study, the amount of tuition, 
and the text books. On the motion of I~e Owen it was voted that 
the College should be open to such fema.les as might desire to pursue 
a full college course. 1'his was veey radical legislation for that 
day., and actually co-education was not practiced at Pa.cif1c on the 
college le'V'el until 1869, when the institution was about to be moved 
to College Park. It was vot~i th~t F~ward Bannister be appointed to 
take charge of the Preparatory Department of the College at a salary 
of $2,000 per year. This was Bannister1s first official class1f1ca-
tion since arriving in California• 
Apparently the ma.jority of the Board were not tJatisfied with 
the name aetually approved by the Supreme Court, so they requested 
the Executive Committee to petition the next Legislature to alter the 
name to that of the "University of the Pae1fic. 11 Accordingly. a 
statute was approved on March 29, 1852, which read ae follows: 
~e name of the corporation known as the 11 California 
Wesleyan College" is hereby Changed to that of "The University 
of the Pacific." a~d by that name shall said Corporation be 
hereafter kno~n in all courts nnd ~laces. and in that name 
it shall do all its bUBiness and exercise its corporate 
1 Minutes of the Bonrd of Trustees of t,he Universit)': of the Pacifjg, 
~t 15, 1851. 
powers as fully as it could do or exercise the same in and 
by its original name.l 
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In a letter to Dr. Durbin, Isaac Owen reported on the di!fioUl-
ties of the transition period from acad~ to college: 
San Jose Aeade~ is flourishing. But things look a 
little dark just now. Brother :Bannister's wife is very ai'ck 
and not only unable to help Brother Bannister in the school, 
but unable to help herself. And on account of the want of 
help, Brother Bannister is obliged to give her most of hie 
time. It is to be hoped however that she will soon recover. 
But not so ~s to teach soon. The school numbers about 50 
students.. Professor :Bannister will soon leave for Santa 
Clara. What we are to do I do not know •••• Now if you think 
Brother Fish will do for San Jose, you are mistaken. There 
is a strong Southern feeling in San Jose. And if the South 
sends the number of preachers proposed by llr. Borin&, I fear 
the Board of Trustees of the San Jose Academy will supply 
the Academy from the church south. unless rwe have a man soon •••• 
You have already before you the number needed for this 
district. Do send them without delay; and whatever el1e . 
you do send us a strong ma.n for San Jose .Academy. We have 
the lumber on the ground to erect the primacy depa.rt~ent of 
our College and .the workmen at work in its eFection. 
Considerable thought was devoted to the matter of the new 
building at Santa Clara by the Board of ~rustees on April 7, 1852, 
at Santa Clara. There was some discussion as to whether or not there 
\vas a clear title to the land appro-priated. In case a suf:f'icient 
title could not be obtained. the Executive Committee of the Board 
was to procure a block or blocks within the city of Santa Clara 
proper. Materials were to be accumuh.ted and then construction on 
the main building started. It was to be three stories, the first 
at least seventeen feet in the clear, the second, sixteen feet, and 
the third, eleven feet. The edifice was to be covered with briCk. 
\ 
~ California State Legislature Action, March 29, 1852. 
Isaac Owen to Dr. J. P. Durbin, December 9, 1851. 
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Also at this meeting Mrs. :Bannister was elected an assistant to her 
husband, and was given the title of Preceptrees. 
Owen wrote periodic detailed reports to Secretary Durbin, which 
are o:f great value to the student o:f early California church organtza-
tion. A report written on June 14, 1852, reads as follows: 
University of the Pacific. Brother Bannister opened the 
primary department . on the first Monda,- in May. The school 
has opened with more promise than was anticipated. .A. small 
class has been organized 1rh!ch will graduate. They have 
!!tty-four students. Professor Bannister is Principal. 
Sister 1Jann1ster has charge of the female department, and 
Brother Bobbins of the primar;v.~ A muaic teacher has ,been 
engaged.l · . 
October of the same year still found work on the main building 
being postponed because of title difficulties. fbis ~s a common 
occ~ence 1n California during its earlier years beoause of the 
looseness of the ·Spanish grants which embraced large areas. One. 
cannot tell from the records whether a clear title was ever obtained 
because :former action for a clear title before actual construction 
began was rescinded on May 6, 1853, and construction was ordered. 
In the meantime, aome thought had been given to San Francisco 
a.a a. site. The Honorable F. P. Tracy offered several blocks of land 
near the old Russ Garden£ and several members of the Board of 
Trustees earnestly desired to acce-pt the o:f'fer. But a majority 
honestly did not like the idea of educating youth amid the tempta-
tions of a great c1ty.2 
More specific details about the Prepar~tory Department at Santa. 
1 Isaac Owen to Dr. J. P. Durbin, June 14, 1852. 
2 Y!o.tka~ WQr}.~t June, 1901, p. 13. 
Clara are fo~d in the Report on Education at the first session of the 
California Conference held in San Fra~chco in February • 1853. The 
report is as follows; 
The Board of T~tees have located the University at 
Santa Clara and a sui table building having been e~ted for 
the purpose, the preparatory department was opened for the 
recep·tion of pupils on the third day of" May • A.D. 1852 under 
the direction of E. :Bannister. aided by competent aesistanta. 
Since that period, the institution ha.s greatly prospered, and 
the catalqgue for the :f'iret year wlll number, per.hapR, over. 
one hundred a.nd twenty students. male and .female. 
Four teachers are constantly employed, and in add1t1~n 
to ·the ordinary branches of an English education, classes 
have been formed. and instruction is given in the Latin, 
Greek, French and Spanish languages. Music • vo.cal and in-
strumental, also is taUght, while clesses have been formed 
in Algebra, Natural Philosophy and P!J¥s1o1ogy. · 
The building at present occupied h a neat emd. well 
finished frame. 26 by 40 feet and two stories high. T.he 
Doard of Truste19s are pra"f.Jaring. ~ nd intend. at an early day, 
to put '\ll'ider C~Atrnct for erection, the ;pr1.ncipcl edifice for 
the University. It will be a commodious and substa\\tial brick 
building, SO by 90 feet in she and three stories high. .. .. 
It wae not long before the Female Collegiate Institute building 
was completed, at! well as the college building for the male depart-
ment. 
The es~i~~ted value of these buildingg was five thousand and 
twelve thousand dollars., respectively. 2 The Female Collegiate 
Institute was located next to the present Santa Clera Methodist 
Church and was a wooden building two stories high. Years later it 
was remodeled and used as a private residence and then finally dis-
mantled. As has already been mentioned. the college building was a 
three story brick structure and was known affectionately to early 
grads as .. the old brick College, H Describing this building an 
Episcopalian Bishop wrote: 
At the edge of the town is a three-storied. red brick 
building, without an attempt at ornament, or a tree or 
shrub near it: looking very uncomfortable and very mueh 
out of place, as if it bad wandered away from some city. 
~s. I was told, was a school belonging to the Methodists, 
which reJoiced in the magnificent title of--~T.he University 
of the Paclflc.l 
The effect of these arrangements was to establish two schools 
in the same city, yet associated unde.r the same Board· of Trustees, 
The currieulum of eaCh, as well as the leadership, was different. 
Tuition for a twenty-two week ~eriod was set on October 5, 1853, as 
follows: Common English branches, $25; Higher English branches. 
$36; Ancient and Modern Languages, each .$12: Plano, $50; Drawing, 
$16; Painting $16; Embroidery, $12. Board was set at $8.00 per week. 2 
' 
At a ::::~eeting of the Board in Sacramento on February 16, 18541 
Professor Bannister, Principal of the Preparatory Department. pre-
sented his resignation in order to become Presiding Elder of the 
Marysville District. T.his was not an enthusiastic action because his 
report for the year ending October 5, 1853, showed much progress. The 
total .number. of students in both male and female departments amounted 
to 145, and the income from the tuition was $2.813.47. Bannister had 
had an opportunity to stuQ1 the most pressing needs of the institu. 
tion, and he presented to the Board a plan of scholarships expected 
to build up the endowment. The plan is so interesting that its ma1n 
points are presented here: 
1 Bishop William I. Kip, &tl:~: ws gf Mx Entsrumatt, p. 86. 2 Minutes o~ the Boats of Trustees, Ostob~r Q, 1§~. 
1. RESOLVED that the time has :f'ully come for maldng a 
vigorous effort for the endowment of the infttitution under our 
care. 
2. fhat an agent is needed to devote hie fUll ttme and 
energy to the work. 
3. T.bat the sale of scholarships is the most feasible plan 
for securing the requisite funds for endowment; 
· 4. That fifty thousand dollars is the least sum that we 
should aim to secure the first year. 
5. That the Presiding Bishop be requested to a~point Owen 
to the agency of the University and that the latter be hereby 
earnestly requested to accept the same. 
6. !rba.t we will sell scholarships at the following ,rates: 
$100 shall entitle to tui t1on in the solid branches of the 
gr adua.ting course for a period of six academic years; 
$200 to a tuition as above twenty-five years. 
$300 to tuition as above perpetually. 
7. That the fonner subscribers to the .funds of the instit'u •• 
t1on who have paid or shall pay their subscriptions shall be 
entitled to one scholarship each as followsa $1,000 to a scholar-
ship for 25 years; $500 to six years • and $.200 to 3 years. 
B. That on payment of the requisite money according to the 
foregoing plan, the following certificate shall be given to the 
party purchasing, signed by the President and countersigned by 
the Secretary of the :Board: 
This certifies that his heir or assigns are 
entitled to tuition of 6ne pupil in either the male or 
female department of the UniversitY' of the Pacific for 
the term of academic years in consideration of 
the sum of $ dollars paid by the said ------
to the endowment fund of the said ·University, the receipt 
whereof is hereby acknowledged; this certificate entitling 
the said pupil to tuition in all the branChes taught in the 
institution to the extent of graduating course, except ~1c, 
drawing, painting, and embroidery, and being transferrable 
on the books of the-University by sale, gift, or inheritance. 
9. That the agent be required to take notes in cases where 
parties desiring scholarships do not pay cash, and to give a bond 
obligating this Board to give certifi~te of scholarship when such 
no'!: ~s a.rc. paid. 
10. That the avails of the perpetual scholarAhips and those of 
25 years Shall be sacredly devoted to the creation of a permanent 
endowment fupd, except expenses of collection, and the income 
shall be used only for c~rent expenses.l 
'l'hese resolutions were all passed by the :Board and mark the first 
effort of any consequence to form an endowment fund. In ·theor,y, the 
1 Minuteg 2f the Bgnrd of Trusteea, February 1?, 1854. 
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plan seemed veey statesmanlike during thoae days, but we will learn 
later that these scholarships proved to be a boomerang on the Univer-
1 dty at the time when fina.nc:ial supJ>ort was sorely needed. 
The scholarship plan seemed to be eliciting interest because in 
the tia.U:v: Al~l! C&lifQmiA newspaper of June 23, 1854 a correspondent 
from Santa Clara explainst 
.All scholarships are transferrable on the b·ooks ·of the 
institution. The result will be to make tuition ultimately 
nearly free. This 1s a noble effort of the trustees and wUl 
enable almost any man to leave a perpetual legacy of intelli-
gence to hie poertorlty, or he can open a Fountain of Knowletlge 
for the indigent of all coming ages. We understand that the 
success of the plan in2the bands of the practical men engaged is no longer doubtful. · 
The matter of a University faculty was brought up at the same 
meeting. The Board proceeded to ballot for a Presiden~·of the Uni-
vereity, and on counting the ballots it appeared that the Reverend 
u. c. :a.riggs had a ma.jorit;y. He thus became the first President of 
the Collegiate Department of the Uni verst ty, and 1 t was resolved that 
he· should enter upon the duties of lrts office at the call of the Doard 
of the Executive Committee. The following faculty members were also 
1 Owen had been agent for Indiana Asbury University at Greencastle. 
Indiana, nnd had brought from hia experience there this ingenious 
idea for raising endowment by the sale of scholarsh:f.pa. Re forgot 
that the conditions surrounding the enterprise there could not be 
transported. Had tile trustees ~de the price of scholarships as 
high in proportion as other things were. the :plan might have proved 
less disastrous. Wages in India~~ ~ere low and produce brought 
small prices. In California wages were high and other things in pro-
portion. Overlooking this disparity. the Trustees fixed the price 
of scholarships at one hundred dollars for six years and six hundred 
for the perpetual. It was a blunder, the results of which 
2 embarra.sBed and ran the College constantly into debt. 
Dail:v: Alta Cf!.lifru:nia.. June 23, 1854. 
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elected: the Reverend A. s. Gibbons, teacher of Pure and Mixed 
Mathematics, and William J. Maclay, teacher of Greek and Latin 
languages. 
With material considerations well under way, academic matters 
began to receive attention. The Board voted that all teachers should 
be required to deliver in rotation, once each sabbn.th, o. moral or 
religious lecture to the students of both departments assembled in 
some sui table apartment and that it be made the duty of the stu¢Lents 
1 to attend. Approved also was the outlined eourse for the Female 
Institute, as well as the full college course.2 The first fee for 
incidental expenses raised its head when it was decid$<3. that $5 .• 00 
should be added to the regular tuition fee. 3 
'!'he California Legislature decided again to change the law rela-
tive to the charters of educational institutions and a.s a. result a se-
cond charter was obtained on July 9• 1855. The official name of the 
inst1 tution was not affected and no significant changes resulted. 
Those who were named as 'l'rustees were Governor J. Bigler. Isaac Owen, 
William Taylor. s. D. Simonds, M. c. Briggs, E. Bannister, c. Mclay, 
J. D, Blain, Joseph Aram1 Annis Merrill, J. 'l'. McLean, s. s. Johnson, 
Asa Vestal, B. F. Headen, George s. Phillips, Henry Gibbons, and 
John Buffington. 
Up to this time there were no public secondary schools in 
California. The population of the state was relatively small, and 
the churches, particularly the Methodist, offered educational oppor-
~ Minutes o' Board of Trustee1, July 11, 1854. 
3 Ibid. Ibid. 
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tuni ties for young peopls. Needless to say, a good number of young 
people did not bother to go to school at all. The first public high 
eohool was established in San Fmnciaeo on August 25. 1856, and the 
second in Sacramento on the first of September. Six years paesed 
before.any others were eatablished.1 
The difficulties in the way of establishing schoolR were terri-
fie. John S?l&tt says in hh .book, l)ibH.e ~uc;atlgn Jn oaltfol'\iYlt 
written in 1911, that there was here for a long time •a stron& 
minority of e1tizens 11 who regarded the common schools as ttcharlt;v 
schools" for the education ~f children whose parents were too poor to 
pay the tu1 tion fees in privata a.nd denominational schools. 2 
Many California parents were not saUs:f:t.ed with the early-day 
schools. They ~ent their children away from home. A few enrolled 
in the well ... known private schools of the East, but the transportation 
problem wae a deterrent. ~e trip around Cape Horn by boat was tedious 
and dangerously rough. The route via the Isthmus of Pa:nama. was 
fraught with the possibilities of disease. The cross-conntr,y trip 
by wagon wns never free .from the danger of Indian attacks. A 
pleasant al ternat1ve to these choices was the relatively eaey boat 
voyP..ge to the Sandwich Islands, later named the Hawaiian Islands• 
and atte~danee at the world famoml schools of King KamehamebA. Jl'arly 
missionaries to this emerald isle had convinced the King of the Value 
of good schools. In faot, co~~ication with the Sandwich Islands was 
more commonplace during those daye than 1s commonly irtmg1ned. It has 
~ William Warren Ferrier, Nin§tX Y~r§ of Edueation in Cnliforni&, p.79. 
~ •• p. 52. 
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humorously said that beca:use of the high prtoes prevaUtng in Califor-
nia during the gold rush, one could send hta laund.l-1 to the Islands 
and get it done more cheaply than he could by taking it across the 
street to the Chinese launrll7man.' 
Pessimism regarding the need for a University could be found 
easily: 
I think your idea is good about "eome good schools of .a 
low.er grade" than a Univ.ersity, only I have some doubt about 
()ur needing even "one University" for the present. The 
nUm.ber of students is too 1ndgn1ficant as yet in California 
to warrant a regular University~ besides if 1 have n rtght 
to the opinion l have adopted in the matter l must say .that I 
think a school ought to grow up with the want~ of the country. 
In an old settled community tt may be well for Universities 
to epr1ng into existence at once. bu.t in a new country, 
especially where are so few yo~ men 1:)ursu1ng a course of 
education to any extent I think norm.l schools and academies 
are all .our wants derm.nd, and let the hi&her and more pros ... 
peroua of these gradually develop themselves into eolle.ges.1 
~nus, we find Pacific struggling for a start in an at~osphere of 
skept1c1BD4 lt is no surprise that disappointments and reverses 
should occur from time to time. The f!ret reverse. r.lread7 me~tioned, 
was the resignation of Edward. :Bannister as Principal of the Pre'l,:)&.ra- . 
tory Department. Then, the Reverend M, c. Briggs, elected President 
in 1854, e:oua:rently never acted in thh ea.pacity, sl though available 
records shed no l~t on the reason. On August 31, lBSO. another 
president was elected by the Board; this time, William J. Jl.aclay 1 who 
served for a period of one year only. The most significant act1o:n 
during his term was the instituting of a rule ~rov!ding for an annual 
exhibition at the close of the college year, consisting ~f essays, · 
1 G. v. AnthoDT to A. c. Gibbons, June 30, 1857. 
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disquisitions, colloquies or orations, as the Facult,r might direct, 
the speakers being chosen mainly from the grl;ldua.ting class with 
criticisms from the President or faculty before being delivered. Thit 
action started a series of brilliant commencements, the memories of 
which still linger in the minds of many. Instead of the present-dar 
commencement, where large mmtbers graduate, the early-day connneneement 
was an occasion where ever.1 graduate presented a significant contri-
bution to the program. Commencement was a much more personal thing--
the participants of necessity planned ahead many months for it.· 
Upon the resignation of William J. Baclay, it became necessary to 
elect the third president of the University. Senttment seemed to 
center in one man--A. s. Gibbons. At the :Board meeting on June 8, . 
I 
,. 1859, he was elected by unanimous vote. His was the honor to preside 
at the first graduation, on June 9, 1858. Graduating from the Female 
Collegiate Institute and receiving the B. s. degree were Emeline 
Briclmell, Martha J. Hughes, )l.ary B. McDonald, Mary A. Miller, and 
Mary E. Smith. From the Male Department, Elijah Hook, Joseph c. 
Hamer and Dewitt Clinton Vestal received and B. S. degree, while 
Thomas 11. Laine and John W. Owen were recipients of the A. B. degree. 
The men and women graduated at different times--one group in the 
morning and the other in the afternoon. 
·It is safe to assume that one of these exercises was certainly 
time-consuming. With every graduate giving an oration and with music 
interspersed between the orations, plus the main address of the 
evening given by a guest speaker, it is not hard to guess that the 
audience at ttmea became wearied. A reporter for the A~n Joge Week4: 
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Uer£9ll expressed the idea in his paper in the following report of the 
graduation: 
Each graduate in turn was greeted with loud applause, 
and they were about equally entitled to approbation, yet, the 
ladies, by a sort of magnetic impulse, piled a great share of 
their flowers at the feet of the first speakers, and had none 
· to bestow upon those equally meritorious further along the 
list. They ran short of ammunition. T.he closing address by 
Dr. Chaney would have been better appreciated by a fresh 
audience; but three hours a:ppl1cat1on to a hard bench, with 
no rest for his back, is not conducive to a condition1or mind fitted to enjoy even the most eloquent of discourses. 
Certainly many gradua tea of today would find it difficult to give an 
oration such as was required then. 
The pinch of finances was beginning to be felt. The plan of 
scholarships !or building up the endowment was beginning .to boomerang. 
Before A. s. Gibbons had been elected President, he wrote a letter to 
his father and mother in the East, saying: 
I do not know whether we shall remain very long at Santa 
Clara.. The debt upon the institution in the form of' scholar-
ships is so heavy that l am satisfied we cannot teaCh them · 
out, and something must be done to relieve us or we must sus-
pend and sell out~ I Shall only remain so long as I can 
succeed to ~ satisfaction. We are in a critical period just 
now and I cannot tell how tie shall come out. I have never had 
anything to do with the finances, and thus I feel· some oonsola-
tion in knowing I had no agency in bringing it into its 
emlk~rrassments. We are teaching this year on half pay, for the 
sake of trying to get through. We have had a very pleasant 
year thus far. Tie have a set of very fine young men.·2 
The Board of Trustees was forced to act. On June 8, 1858, 
it was voted "that the President of the University and the Principal 
of the Female Department be required to request those presenting 
coupons hereafter for tuition, to pay one-half cash, according to the 
1 SAn Joe§ Weeklx Mereutt. June 15, 1865, p. 2. 
2 A. s. Gibbons to his parents, April 3, 1858. 
fixed rates of the institution. ~t they also be requested to 
relinquish their scholarships when the amount originally paid 
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therefor has been returned in tuition at current rates, and that the 
... 
consideration of this Board be tendered to our patrons who may comply 
with theee requests."1 
Tne burden imposed b.y these scholarships did not stop there 
because for year11 . they were presented as part payment on tuition. 
In fact, some .of· them are still in circulation. and only recently 
one of them was -presented to the Comptroller's Office and was dnJ.7 
honored. 
!~he distinction :of .having the ttrst Uedics.l Department in Calif-
omia goes to Pacif·ic. On September 16,.1858 1 R. Beverly' Cole, M.D., 
of San Francisco presented a. proposition to the Board of Trustees 
which was officially accepted on September 22, 1858. ~e adopted 
resolution read ae follows: 
Whereas Drs. E .. T. Cooper, IB&ac Powell, James Morrison 
and the Reverend Beverly Cole. Medical practitioners in San 
Francisco, State of Calif. have e.'PJ)ointed and organized them-
selves for the -purpose of establishing a Medical College in 
San l':rancisco, and whereas the above named gentlemen have by 
their representative, R. B. Cole, M.D. submitted a proposition 
to this board, to come under their supervision and control, 
as the. medical department of the.U. of the P, and whereas it 
is distinctly stated and understood that in accepting the 
proposition of Messrs. Cooper, Powell, Morrison and Cole. no 
pecuni,a1.7 l1ab1li ties or responsibilities are assumed by this 
board, therefore, Resolved; l'hat the proposition submitted to 
this Board by the gentlemen above named be and it is hereby 
accepted, and they are hereby constituted the medical depart-
ment of the University of t.he Pacific in San Francisco, It 
being understood that the Professors in the Medical and 
Scientific departments ahall be confined in their administra-
tions to their separate departments~ 
Dr. E. S. Cooper, Prof, .AnatoJIIY, Surgery 
Dr. Isaac Powell, Prof. Materia Medica 
Dr. James Morrison, Prof. Pathology, Midwifery 
Dr. R. Beverly Cole• Prof. Obstetrics, diseases of Women, 
children--Clinic. 
fue first classes for the new Medi-cal Department were formall1 
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inau.gUrated in San Francisco on May 5, 1859 with Dr. R. Beverly Cole 
as Dean. When the course of study in medicine was completed and 
~ 
upon the recomuenda.tion of the Faculty ·Of the Medical Department", 
the degree Doctor of Medicine, :was granted. During the first year 
13 students matriculated and two, Dr. A. Atkinson and Dr. c. A. lil. 
Herteli received the degree.· 
Another quick change in the Presidency was destined. After 
having served for only two years, President Gibbons asked for a 
leave of absence. from three to six months from the first of AprU, 
1860, to visit the East for the purpose of preparing himself more 
fully for the office he held in the University,2 The request was 
not granted, and he then presented his resign_A.tion, which was 
accepted on December 141 1859. He consented to retain the Prest. 
deney until February 1, 1860. However, in 18?2 he was to return to 
the President's chair.3 
Edward Ba.nnister was again called into leadership. The 
committee appointed to obtain a successor to Gibbons received a 
favorable reply from their offer to Bannister, who was, at the 
time. Preuiding Elder of the W~r,ysville District. He was elected 
l M\nutgs qf t}le ;I&a,rd of Trustees, September 221 1858. ~ Minutts oJ. the Bgard of Tw\ee§, December 14, 1859. 
See p. 53. 1nrr~,. . 
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unanimously by the :Board on January 3._ 1860. His report to the Board 
during his 1'1rst year gives a ·croea-~ectlon of general conditions: 
"Eighty-seven students entered the Collegiate and Preparato17 
departments and seventy the Female Institute, ma.klne a total of one 
hundred fif'ty-seven. Deportment and sehol8.rsh1p was good. Eighty-
three were receiving tui tlon on account of scholarships. A theologi-
cal class was being given instruction.• 
In keeping with the educational zeal of the early church, and 
before Pacific had been established, several academies of lower than 
college rank had been opened. One o£ the first was started in Santa 
Cruz by H. s. Loveland in 1649. Others were opened in San Jose, 
Sac~mentot Stockton, and San Francisco •. As has been mentioned, it 
1B not clear whether the San Jose Acad-emy was started by the Church 
or whether there was just a fraternal relationship. 'l'he California 
Annual Conference, in its meett~~ .in 1860, took the following action 
relative to the location of further Academies: 
RESOLVED: fbat s commission of five members of this 
Con1erence and as many laymen of our church be appointed with 
authority to locate academic schools--not more than four--
under the following regulations and reatrictions: 
1. ~t regard shall be had to the geographical relations 
of these schools to each other, and to the Unlverdty of the 
Pacific. 
2. f.bat no financial liabilities or responsibilities Shall 
be incurred in any case.· 
3. That any institution accepted by this commission, shall 
be related to the California Conference in the following parti-
culars.: the right of the Conference to appoint the annual 
visiting committee and to nominate the Board of Trustees. 
4.. fhat the commission keep a faithful record of any 
action they may take under thia order of the Conference, and 
report to this body at its next eession.l . 
.. 
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. 1'hese academies exerted a powerful influence in their day and 
played no small part for a number of years in acting as feeders to the 
University of the Pacific. Religious and moral training was out-
standingly present; 
The need for increased endowment was again beillg felt. ~e 
Educational Committee of the Conference. in its annual report, 
pleaded: 
OUr committee are of the opinion thR.t the time has come 
to make a vigorous effort to obtain a partial endowment. lt 
1s demonstrated by the h,istory of Ameries.n Colleges that 'Such 
i.nstttutione cannot be sustailled by the proceedtJ of' tuition 
alone. The education of the yo'llllg is a legitimate obJect of 
benevolence-indeed one of the V;ery highest fo:rms .of bene-
volence. fhese institutions ~at receive annual supplies ·. 
from state appropriations or individual contributions or they 
must be furnished with invested funds. the interest of which 
shall meet the annual deficit. A limited amount of the 
latter seems lndispenl!lible to give perfect ~suranee of 
stability and permanence in your University. 
President Bannister had, sinee his connection with the Univer-
sity, been conscious of a need for endowment. ~e fir@t plan, that 
o:t scholarships • bad probably d.oue the school mo.re harm than good.' 
At the Board of !rrustees Meeting on June 19, .1861, he pNsented a 
second plan: 
First, whereas the University of' the Pacific is supply-
ing invaluable facil1 ties for the acquid tion of liberal 
learning to the youth of our state and is doing a 'iVOrk whieh 
we knqw of no other educational agency competent to perform, 
and whereas this !nstitutiQU is partially crippled for want 
of adequ.a.te support, therefore. 
RESOIIVJID. That the time has come to call on the frlenda 
of education for a partial endowment of $50,000 and that we 
·will use our best endeavors to raise the money. 
Second, RESOLVII:D. that a subscription book be prepared 
conta!utng the following conditions: first, that no sums 
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be taken less than $100; second, that subscriptions eiball be 
'D.'Iade payable on condition that $30,000 are subscribed; third, 
the interest at one percent per mouth shall be payable semi-
annually to be reckoned from the t~e the subscription amounts 
to $30.000: fourth, the 'Principal shall be payable one-half 
six months after the subscription amounts to $30,000 and the 
remainder one.year from the same date; fifth, that the money 
raised for endowment shall be forever kept as a permanent 
fund. the intereet of which alone may be used.' 
fhird, BESOX.VED that a board of t'l\lto commissioners be 
appointed as an investing committee to whom all moneys raised 
for endowment shall be paid; It e.ball be the duty of said 
committee to loan said money on the security of real estate of 
at least twice the value of the money invested and on as good 
terms as may be consistent with perfect security•'l 
Qn1y two items of this plan found oyposition. It waa decided to 
strike out the miniraum aum of $100, and the $30,000 amount in the 
aeeond resolution was changed to $20~000. Jlalf of this $20,000 
amount was subscribed before· the campaign actually got under way. 
Preachers who were short or cash could use the following means: 
Rli:SOLVED, That the preachers who prefer not to pay 
ca&h and can influence the attendance of scholars, shall be 
credited on their subscriptions for the gtudents hlley may 
send to either department of the University, at the rate 
of $25 for a male student who shall pay tuition according 
to the publiahed rates; $35 for a female pupil, and $50 for 
a pUpil who will take music lessons. Provided, that they 
shall remain at :school for one f'Ull term, a.nd. also provided 
that the student shall e~ter as early as the opening of the 
eess1on in January next. 
It would seem inevitable that, as soon a~ a new plan !or endow-
ment wae devised. some such acheme as this would be thought of to 
modify its effectiveness. The problem of administering such a 
scheme as this is immediately a1Jparent. One would naturally expect 
the preachers to be boosters for the University anywa.y 1 without 
~ Mtnuw gf the BR£2srd g:f' Tmteeo, June 19, 1861. 
M,inute! gf t.b! P~ifptni§c Annual Collferenee, 1861, p. 14. 
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thought of recompense. "Commission" plans such as ·these were then 
prevalent but have now lost all favor in high rating colleges .. ; 
At the Cali:fornia. Annual Conference sesslon in 186.2, \1',. s. 
~er, pro~rietor of the Napa Collegiate Institute, offered that 
sehool to the patronage of the Conf'eren:ee. 'lhe buUdings were located 
on what was then the outskirts of Napa and were said to be commodious 
and imposing for the t1rne. fhe student bod¥ numbered ·abotl.t fifty. 
. VIi th the agreement that the Conference -would be held in no pecuata:y 
responsibility. the offer was accepted and the Bishop was requested 
to appoint Turner Principal of the Institut.e. 
The matter of the University location., at the :time, was in a 
state of f'lux.. ~ere were still those '\lho were not sure tha:t Santa 
Clara was the right loeation. This topic elieititd quite a bit -of 
discussion; so much in fact, that the Conference ns .fore&d to state 
that the existing location was stUl the mos.t suitablfl, e.nd that the 
railroads soon to be completed would render it even more accessible.l 
The matter wa-s even taken up by. a committee of the Board., but that 
group refused to recommend another locat1on.2 
Finances continued to get worse, and so little relief was in 
sight that the Trustees were at their w:lt~• ends. If friends had 
paid their pledges, the school would not have been so embarrassed. 
President .Bannister then proposed to the Board that he personally 
take over under leas~ the buildings of the 1ifale Department. and the 
.. 
proposi u .. n was accepted. ~e Board paned th1~follow1ng reeolu... 
tiona ln 1864 •ith o.ddition.s by the Conference: 
· Wherea•. the pecuniary embarrasament of the Un1ve:rd ty-
b such as to make it impossible f'or the !frustees to continue 
the tltl;)pOrt of a J'acul ty of instruetion 1n the 1nsti tutloll 
for the present; therefore, Resolveda f.ha.t further instruction 
at the expe'l'l8e of the .Board, in the J.lale Department, P:repara.-
tol7 and Collegiate be suspended until necessary relief oan 
be obtained; therefore .• Ret~olved. that the·act1on .of eald 
'l'rustees be approved. A.nd whereas, E. :Bannister has 1 with the 
sanction of the frustees, asaumed the responsibility of aus-
talning. through the cont1DUa.Dc.e of existing ambarraesments, 
a Faculty of lnst.ruction ever.r wa:r aa competent as in ;ears 
paat: and whereas. we believe the institution will not gu:tfer 
in the department of instruction s.nd discipline; therefore, 
Resolved that the Fema..te Collegiate Institute at Santa .Clara, 
with lt.e e.xcellent board of ln.structton a.nd.govenmtent.,\ut2der 
the Preddeney of Reverend D. n.'u.thUl, 111- wortlzy of the eon-
tiDUed patronage of the Conference as our gldest 1nstitutton 
of' the ld.nd, and as furni£rb1n.g mQra than usual facil1t1es for 
the education .of the 70'Ullg ladies.l 
President :Bannister and the Reverend D. !tUthill, principal of 
tho Female Collegiate Institute, agreed the following 7ear, 1865, to 
again be responsible for their seho~ls without involving the Board. 
Should the revenue from tuition e%oeed a fair compensation, the 
exceea should be apn11ed to repairs and improvetrl6nts. Actually, the 
instructors were laboring with only eno'Ugh compensation to eke out a 
11v1Dg. The condition certainly could not la.e.t lor.g. At thh point 
it is highly possible that the school might have cloaed its doors and 
never reopened them. But a militant Chriatianity, exemplified in 
individual lives, rose to the occasion and provided an unbroken con-
Unuity to Pacific's life. Too much credit cannot be given for the 
I 
self-sacrlfioe of those who helped to pull the 1netitut1on through 
thiB critical period. 
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Luclcy for the school indeed, was the appointment of the Reverend 
Greenberry R, Baker as agent, lie was e. :fine looking man with ·a 
pleasant countenance, and he inspired confidence everywhere he went.· 
He was ideally suited for the responaib!littes of a money-raiser. It 
may be wondered wey a man with a good record in organization should 
become aligned with an enterprise in such mortal danger •. But 1t is 
another case of forgettiug self and plunging into the fray. Baker 
begnn immediately to liquidate the burd.ensottte debt of abo'llt 
$10,000 that ln:mg heavily over tbe school. He raised over $9,000 
during his first year, in cash and pledges., i7hieh was considered near 
to the miraculous. 
CHAPTER IV 
Eaker apparently was the moving spirit in launChing an ambitious 
project. That project was the purchase o£ the Stockton Rancho, 
owned by Charles B. Polhemus and Renr,y N. Newhall, lying between the 
Alameda Road and the Guadaloupe River, situated about half way 
between the towns of San Jose and Santa Clara. About twenty of the 
435 acres were to be reserved for e. campus and the reminder was to 
be subdivided into blocks and lots and offered for sale at an 
advance of one hundred percent on the cost. The purchase price 
totalled approximately $71,280. The lots were to be sold as follows: 
Resolved, that one-half of the land shall be sold on 
the following terms: one-fourth cash in hand and the 
balance in.one, two, and three years, with interest at the 
rate of one percent per month on deferred payments; that 
:purchasers forfeit the amount paid, on failing to pay any 
payment with interest, within three months after it shall 
have become due. The 'Oroceeds of said half thus sold to be 
applied exclusively to. the payment of the land.l 
The San Jome WeeklX Mercury reported, "The blocks are not of 
uniform size, but will be sold at prices var,ying from $300 to $600 
per lot of one acre, or less in proportion."2 The streets running 
at right angles with the Alameda Road were named after the :Bishops 
of the Methodist Church, and the bounding streets on the South and 
North were named Polhemus Street and Newhall Street, after the men 
from whom the land was -purchased. 3 Baker was authorized to sell 
four acres on the Northeast corner for four thousand dollare for 
camp meeting purpoaes.4 
1. Minute§ qf ~ ~§rd,of Trust§e§, March 27, 1866. 
2 ~n Jose WeRilz Metcutz, May 31, 1866. p. 2. 
3 M&nutes gf ~he .BoatS. of Trust!}Q§ 1 May B, 1866. 
4 .IJUS,. 
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The San ;ose W~e!lz ~er~ also pointed out that, "StoCkton 
Avenue will lead directly from San Jose, pas81XJ8 through the new town 
and thence to Santa Clara. thus giving v.s a direct road to the latter 
place that ahall be unencumbered by the nuieance of a toll-gate. Per-
haps by this means the public will have the burden or the Alameda 
Turnpike lifted :from their shoulders in a wq the Company little 
expected when they forced that measure upon us • against the remon-
strance of our cit1zens.•l 
All of the money received from sales of this land was to be 
sacredly used for endowment purposes. A resolution was adopted by 
the Board on December 26, 1866, rulingt 
That the principal of notes and aubscri~tlons for 
endowment fund or funds. received on account of sales of 
Univeraity lands cannot be appropriated in payment of 
agent 1e salar.y, travelling expenses or any other incl-
dentsl expenses, but that these funds are sacredly devoted 
to the purpose of endowment and payment of lnnd. that the 
agents are e~ected to ~ their salaries and travelling 
&XDenses by collections of interest on notes and sUb-
scriptions and special collections.2 
Begretted b~ond expression was the resignation of Bannister 
from the Presidency in 1867. A good deal of sentiment was 
connected with his relation to the University because it was he 
who was sent to California as the first educational missionar,y of 
the Church in 1850. 
A college president such as Bannister needed to be a Jack-of-
all-trades to succeed. From his personal diary there is a record 
of his doing the following things as part of his regular work: 
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keep the College accounts, pay the bills, issue circulars and cata-
logues, build up the endomnent, preach several times during the "Week, 
teach a Bible class on Sunday morning, direct campus repairs, teach 
several classes, have charge of student discipline, direct most of 
the College correspondence, speak before all types of groups, 
solicit students, borrow money for the institution, hire teachers, 
marry people, conduct funerals, and last but not least, accompany 
pupils on the w~ home at the close of the sChool year so they would 
be well protected.l It is no wonder that Bannister exclaimed: 
"O for a little time free from fJ.naneial and executive duties for 
literary occupationa.H2 
It was s~ested by a correspondent of the California Christian 
.Advocate that Dr. Bannister would be a very suitable man for the 
presidency of the State University. Tl1e writer went on to ·~• 
HHe is a ripe scholar, has had extensive experience as a 
teacher, first in New York and afterwards on this coast. He 
is in the vigor of his manhood and modest, discreet, and 
gentlemanly in his bearing. And, in all respects, he possesses 
the qvalifiea.tions requisite for the place. Should the Regents 
be pleased to place Dr • .Bannister at the head of the Faculty 
of the State University it is believed that the cause of 
education would thereby be promoted and t~e people generally 
would be gratified with the choice made." 
Elected to take Dr. :Bannister's place was Thomas H. Sinex, who 
served until 1872. Besides taking on a tremendous financial 
responsibility, Sinex was faced with the plans for a new campus with 
the resultant need for buildings. The Board, on September 17, 1866, 
. '.' 
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decided that measures be inaugurated at the present session of the 
Conference for raising money for the el'ection of new buildings on 
' 
the new campus, no buildings to be begun until $20,000 of valid sub-
scriptions had been obtained.1 A committee was appointed, consist-
ing of' Dr. Su:e, Dr, Headen, and Baker, to plant trees on the campus 
and along the streets • 
.Agent .Baker was working in his characteristically- energetic '::BY" 
to make. the land entel"J?rise a success. The __ Advocate presented a 
report of progress to the beginning of 1869: 
We lea.rn from Reverend G. R. Baker, agent for the insti-
tution, the following facts in relation to the land endowment 
enterprise which has proved so fine a success. !!.'he purchase 
was made April l, 1866, consisting of 435 acres of land, for 
the sum of $70,000, with interest at one percent per month. 
The purchase was made almost solely on the strength of faith 
in the eale of lots to meet the ~ents, as the amount of 
camh to pay down at the time of purchase was but $21 000 1 and $1,000 of that borrowed. The land was surveyed and laid out 
into the usual town form with wide streets, etc. OvGr 100 
acres were consumed in streets, which added that much more to 
the cost of the land. All this being done, the proper maps 
secured. the sales were co~eneed in a quiet way, the first 
deed being executed August 241 1866. Since that date the 
sales have steadily progreued, and the aggregate cost of land, 
principal and interest was reached by the recent cash sale of 
$20,000. The balance of the land on l~nd in worth $75,000 
besides the College campus which contains eighteen acres and is 
worth $10,000 additional. T.he land remaining 1s to be sold at 
private sale and the proceeds kept invested as a permanent en-
dowment fund. the interest only to be available to meet the 
incidental expenses. Mr. Baker will commence after the hoU .. 
days to canvaas for building funds 1 and as soon as the 
requisite amount shall be pledged, the building will be 
commenced. The building for the present use will cost about 
$40,000, San Jose will doUbtless do her part in furnishing 
the above amount. as she will be greatly benefited in the 
successful prosecution of the enterprise. We clip the above 
from the San Jose Patriot. The patrons and friends of our 
College will be deeply- thankful for the success of this land 
scheme which was inaugurated less than two years ago. ~· 
Trust~es Nwent into bus1ness 8 without a dollar of cash. ~e 
lots of land left in their possession will go to form the 1 
nucleu.s of an endowment fund. The future brightens before us. 
Just at the time when :Saker was needed most, he became 111 and 
passed away on Octob~r 29, 1869. Because of the importance of the 
proposed building to the .uccess of the new project, President Sinex 
was appointed special agent of the ~ard to raise funds for the 
buildine;. 'l'he :Board also ruled that the Female Institute sho'\lld be 
placed under the care of the President and that he shotlld reside tn 
the building. 2 Apparently people were beginning to think in terms 
of' uniting the two schools because the President ns requested to 
use his best judgment as· to consolidating them at the opening of the 
Fall Session, 1889. This issue gave rise to mo.ch discussion at the 
time, as indicated by the following two excerpts. The first article 
deals with co-education of' the sexes: 
The dark ages are 'Paesing away and the light begins to 
£thine. w~ lmvc, after so long a lapee of time~ learned that 
our d.a:u.ghtere have capacities for acquiring an ed:u.eation as 
well ac our ·eons. fhey .s.re richly endowed with talents and 
it seem.s proper to send them to schools of high grsde--aye, 
even to College. .But om· universities and colleges, hitherto, 
hsve been accessible only to young men-young ladies have not 
been admitted to the classes. To meet ~uch erlgeney Female 
Colleges and A:cademies have been erected, involving a needless 
and fo.ollsh expenditure of n»ney. Needless, becauge female 
pupils may- be educated in the institutions which are already 
established; and foolish, because the separate method will be 
less effective in reaerting the end contemplated. 
If we ·shall ask why 1t is that the sexes must be ta'Ught 
in separate schools 1 no reasonable answer can be given. It 1B 
simply e. relic of a. semi-barbaric age. It is foisted upon us 
by Romanism without the force of a plausible argument in its 
favor. 
l a k Califq;m!a Ch£!at~ Adygga!Sa January 14, 1869, p. 19. 
Minut~s ot the pgar~ of Trugtees, June 1, 1869. 
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Priests and uuna affect extraordinar.y purity and hence, 
build up monastic lnst1 tutlona. !r.b.ey surraund themselves wi ih 
semblances of sa nett tn they r·ear walls to shut out the uun-. 
light of heaven, as well as worldly temptations, they build · 
white sep'Ulcbres 1 beautiful indeed without. and yet they are 
filled with all manner of wcleanness. Passing through the 
countcy they establish various inntitutions. all containi~~g the 
germs of monasticism. Our seminaries and schools of high 
grade have been molded b7 such influence. Our d ty pt.bllc 
schools have, to some extent, taken this Romanistie character. 
But eucb policy and methods are at variance with true 
philosopbf and Christian civilization. 1~ey are at war with 
God's plan and design for blessing his intelligent sUbjects 
•••• 1 
A second statement addressed to the issue at Pacific specifically 
stated& 
We are informed that it is the intention of the ~oard of 
Ma~ers of the University of the Pacific, at Santa Clara, soon 
·~ unite the male and female departments of the University :ln 
one building, and to arrange for educating the sexes together. 
!7 thus dispensing with a separate establhhment for :Y!Nhs 
ladies. they could reduce their educational force, and thereby 
working a great saving in expense, besides rendering the school 
much more effective for good than it has hi~erto been. Wa 
regard thb ·as a most. sensible move. 1.Phe practice of ohutting 
boys and girls up in ee~rate penfl for purposes of education is 
all wrong.. It is e contravention of the nat'tll'a.l order of 
things. Under wholesome family discipline--and there can be 
no good school without such discipline--bo~ and girls can be 
more thoroup;Dly educated together than separately. The presence 
of intelligent young ladies in the classroom operates at once 
to place the young man on his good behavior; and each sex 
stimulates the other to do their best. Then the constant 
association of the sexes in this manner, wears off the rough 
edges of both and su'bdues those dreamy imginings coneern1bg 
each other which 1a the natural outgr~mth ot isolation. ihe 
girl that h never permitted to speak to a boy• and onl7 
occasionally eatebes a glimpse of one at a distance. is apt to 
have ye:ry extravagant notions concerning bil;il. A la::rger latitude 
of familiarity would convince her that her ideal incipient 
A~ollo Belvidere was nothing but n bifurcated animal with a 
dirty face! So also with the boy hedged in by·monastic walls 
from all social intercourse with the oppositeesex. He looks 
from his prison house ~pon ever,y'piece .of calico with wondering 
eyes,~prone to regard it as angelic raiment.. He has no idea that 
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gl:rle wa1.k Jut as he does, o-r eat bread and butter when they are 
~; and his unschooled l.mag1Mts.on is apt to l"'m awq with 
hie good sense, and sometimes hie good health. Let them grow up 
together, and they abo11ld, wder wholesome restraints, and a 
proper s,-.tem of education, and the,y will go f-orth into the 
world with ripe, round characters, complete for the great work of 
11fe. We are glad trt the University 18 about to "change 1ta 
base" ·.in the matter. : 
As Slnex 'became the head of both schools. he was still asked 'to 
assume the f1nancW burden, !he Borad again in this year . rnled tbat 
a~ie Board having committed the oontrol or both Departments of the 
itlatitution to President Sine%1 he be earnestl)' desired to conduct 
them if poselble vi tbout cha.rge to this Board for instruction and 
1nc1dental expenses. tt2 Sine:x surel7 must have been a tower of 
strsugth because he thus became head of the Male ·Department, Bead of 
the Fen.'\!lle Institute while living ther{) a.e a geneml ove~eer, 
speelal agent uf the :Board to raise money for .the nsw build.inga, and 
in addition, ~ aeaumad all the finaneial responaibilltles personally. 
About tht:t only thing he· was not adted to do wns to be in charge of a. 
Men 1s dormitory. but the school did not haTe one in those days, the 
young men being accommod&ted with room nnd board ~ith nrivate families 
in the village. 
The· idea of a new building wna uppermost in th~ minds of everyone, 
and the death of Baker dealt thb proJect a severo blow.. If he could 
have been apam. tl1e original plans might have been rwb:ed for a 
pretentious building including a dining room, laundl'y, class rooms• . 
librar)', lecture hall, music rooms, two society halls, and dormitor;y 
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rooms. A partition was to hav-e run. thro1.lgh the entire building, 
eaet and west, to separate the men from the women. OC'he estimated 
l . 
cost was to be from fifty to sixty thousand dollars. This amount 
of money was not in sight, and because the n&ed was eo urgent, the 
Board decided that a building not to exceed $20,000 in cost should be 
started; one constructed and arranged as to provide only for school 
pul."t)oses, leaviQ€ arrangements for b~rd1ng and dorndtol'ies for later 
thought and action. 2 The cost of the building wa.111 to be provided tor 
in part b7 the sale of the old Santa Clara. campus and building, 
appro::::dmtely $4, BOO from the Ladies Centenary Educational Fund, and 
$8,000 from subscription by friends. Additional costs for furniture, 
landscs.pit~g, and other neeessit1es brought the total to appro:dma.tely 
$30,000.3 This bu1lding was to be named West Hall, and on September 
11, 1870, a~propriate cer~mmniea were cOheduled for the laying of the 
corner!'?"tone.4 
The~~ participating in this event formed into a procession at 
th& Episcopal co.mp ground on the Alarooda and proceeded to the site of 
the building. 5 The Odd Fellows of San Jose atten~ed in full regalia. 
The Santa Clara l3and furnished the TDUsic. lion. ThoiMs R. Lane, of 
San Jose, a prominent alumnua and a member of· the first graduating 
clas~ in 1858, was the orator of the aay.6 President Sinex talked on 
the history of the College. 
1 San Jose DaUY: Merc:p,a, April 2. 1870 1 p •. 31.· 2 tHnutts of the BoR£Sl o;c Tmt§a§, Jkty 4, lB?O. 2 ~he Calif2rnia Qbrbttan Mvosatt, September 29, 1870, p. 458. 
t..{.\rmt~a o,f _the Bo...e~t.d ..2~ Trustees, September 10, .1870. 5 J!'rOO.e·riek Hall, ].1h~oey- of, San -tllse ta;nd Sur:roup.din&s. pp. 440-41. 
6 Da11l .Uta Cal1fsrnia. September 12, 1870, 'P• 1.· 
l'be structure n.e :tint ready for occupancy in the spring of 
1871~ A detailed description of the.:ed1f.ice is as :tollowe: 
It is located near the aoitthw&et comer of the -College 
campus, fronting toward the .Alameda Avenue. .The build1Dg is 
etght;y-two feet ln length aud seventy-five feet above the 
ground. It 1s thr-ee stories in height with a Nansard roof, 
and a Oupola. 1 the top of which 1e P.i••etr-six in height from 
the ground. 
A hall ten ·feet in width extends tbrollf!;h the lower story 
lengtbr.1ae. ·!I'.b.e ball on the seoonci. story h somewhat irregu... 
lar, 'the central portion of 1t being designed for a. cabinet 
or riluseum. 
~ere .are twalve·commodioua reeitation rooms on the first 
and second floors. ~ttse ro3ms are well lighted., well ventt-
·lated and have ceilings fourteen feet in height. '!hey are 
wa.l."!Ded by a furnac:e in the basement from which pipes are well 
distti'buted .. through the several partition walls. 
1'ha chapel 1s in the third stoey, It 1 s 8\U"l"ounded by 
deep galleries on ihree ddes •. !I'here are four rooms on this 
floor designed for use of the litera~ toe1etles. 1~ere ~re 
a number- of' other rooms on the different noors. that may be 
used for offices or music rooms. There b a wide double 
-siail'Wft,)" in the fl"1?nt of the building and a single continuous 
:flight trm the first floor to the chapel in the rear of the 
College. . 
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The problem of C\U'rent expenses was stUl rearing 1 ts ugl;y head.' 
The Trustees seamed to have time to work on subdivisions and new 
bulldinga • but when it came to the aotua.l running expenl!les of the 
school tber r!hicd. away fl"OI'!I. respondb111 t;r. Ag.q.in in 1871 S!nex 
agreed to be President en the following conditions: 
.RESOLVF.D, th.'.J.t we le1ls€1 the college building and. campus to 
a respectable teaCher who shall con~ct the institution in 
its J.ea~$111c:al and Collegiate Departments. receiving hh 
compen5Uon from tuition fees, and tbat the Board of 
TrusteeR shall tn no case be 1 iable for costs or e:x;pense 
arri v1ng t'rom the management of the school, nnd the leasee 
shall pay all taxes on campus and building and keep the 
b'Uild1ng 1Beurad in the present amount of _pol1e1es in several 
companies. 
l ~:e .Qs!llfonti& Chx:ut~n l~r\.voca.a, December 1, 1870, p. 570, 
2 ,Minutgs of the. J?;gard. gf f'J:WUJleB, Jtme 6 • 1871. 
It 1s immediately apparent that such an arrangement could not 
exist forever. A r.apid turnover or leadership was inescapable. 
Efficient people would, no doubt, look for a more settled state of 
nffa1ra-they wanted more eecur1ty. !l'hus, we have the spectacle of 
one president after another moving in and sta.ying a short time. 
Morale and staff cooperation, which is so important in the success 
of an organization, was difficult to maintatne' 
Ap?arently, former President A. s. Gibbons, in 1872 professor 
at Ohio Univerpity, still had supporters in California. On Julr 10. 
1B72, the .Board elected b,im President again and. he accepted. Dr. 
Sinex entered the field as agent.' 
.Rockwell D. Hunt reports as follows: 
The situation was so gr.ave that when the session closed 
the following June it seemed very doubtful whether another 
would open in August. 
In response, however, to Bishop Foster's earnest appeal 
to the Methodist Conference, the friends of the University 
subscribed upwards of $45,000, thus infusing new lif'e into 
every department. Not long afterwards nearly $40,000 was 
realized from an auction sale of lots and the most distress-
ing burdens were rrmoved. The erisis was paj!sed; the 
institution saved. 
The California Annual Conference pledged itself in 1872 to 
raise $2:J,OOO in endowment funds to be paid to the treasurer of 
the California Conference: all notes to draw ten percent interest 
per annum, payable 'annoolly 1 'to run not more than four years. and 
to be paid for in four equal annual instalmenh. The whole amount 
was to be paid to the Trustees ot the University of the Pacific 
when their debts were all paid; the interest in the meantime was 
l Rockwell D. Runt, Golden Jubilee of the Un!verBitl of the Pacific, 
p. 11. 
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to be paid to the Trustees of the University of the Pacific for the 
current expenses of teach1ng.'1 However. as indicated. above, approxi-
mately- $40,000 was subscribed.; 
For sometime there had been agitation for a Ladies• l3oardlng 
Hall on the campus proper. Enough money or subacript!one pretmmablf 
were in hand because in 1874 wba.t was later known as South Hall wa.a 
\llld.er construction. It cost approximately $10,000 and served ita 
purpose-welt until years later when Helen Guth Hall was built. 
To get a bac~round of some of the rules and regulations of the 
College at that time, which today seem Morrow, on& can search some 
of the church laws for clues. In the discipline of the ChurCh con-
cerning personal conduct we find: 
We should by all means insist on the rules concerning 
drenl. 1'his is no time to encourage superfluity in drese. 
Therefore, let all people be exhorted to conform to the 
spirit of the apostolic preeept, not to adorn themselves 
"with gold, or pearls, or costly array." 
As a general method of employing our time, we advise you, 
l. As often as possible to rise at f'our. 2. From four to 
five in the morning and from five to six in the evening, to 
meditate, pray and read the scriptures with notes and the 
closely practical parts of what Mr. Wesley has pUbliShed. 
3. From six in the moming until twelve, wherever it is 
practicable, let the time be spent in appropriate reading• 
etudy. and private devotion. 
That we advise all our ministers and members to abstain 
from the use of tobacco as injurious to both soul and body. 
That we fully commend the wisdom and absolute need of 
total legal prohibition. 
·That we recommend the use of none but pure unfermented 
juice of the grape on our sacramental occasions. 
That we gratefully recognize and heartily commend the 
ministry of the gifted and godly women of the church in the 
work of temperance and in their holy crusade against the 
liquor traffic. 
l l{instes pf t~e California A:nm¥!1 Cpnferenct,, 1872, p. 14: 
That we are unalterably opposed to the importation, manu-
facture. and sale of all kinds of distilled, fermented and 
vinous liquors, designed to be used as a beverage; and that 
it h the duty of every member of the Christian Church to dis-
countenance and oppose the evil at all ttmes by voice and vote. 
That we earnestly protest against the members of our 
Church giving countenance to.the liquor traffic by voting to 
grant license, or signing the petitions for those who desire 
li.cense to sell either distilled, or f.ermented. or vinous 
liquors, or by becondng bondsmen for persons asking for eueh 
license, or by renting property to be used as the place i~ or 
on ·which to manufacture or sell such intoxicating liquors.1 
It is ,easy to understand how a school so thoroughly Methodist 
in its inception and relationships should be very strict in ita 
moral behavior. fhis tradition still manifests itself to a degree 
in the campus l:lfe of today 1 regardless of the many influences that 
have crept in to change it. 
Records of faculty meetings have been kept from 1876 to the 
present time. From these minutes we can get a more intimate cross-
section of student life than can be gained from the more formal 
sources. For instance, in 1877 1 a petition was received from the 
students asking for the erection of e. gumnasium but this request 
was ahead of' the times. Unexcused absence from church, chapel, or 
recitations subjected the student to one demerit each; absence 
:from elocution or failure in preparation, to three demerits. 
Disturbances during recitation by whispering or otherwise, drew 
one demerit. 
One Faculty discipline case is of interest: 
Yr. was su."'!Uloned before the faculty :for 
clandestine correspondence with some of the young ladies ·Of 
Eall •••• Atter some consideration. the faculty decided to 
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~ ~e Doctrln~s §Dd Dift21Rltne gf the Methodist !RiscOR!b OhQrgg, 1876. 
summon the yo'llDg ladies connected with. the correspondence and 
adJourned until 7 otclock for that purpose; 
On reconsidertng, was brought before ~e 
faculty to explain her connection with the correspondence 
above mentioned. After due consideration by all the faeul ty, 
1t waa decided tha.t Jllss · be redricted to her room ln 
the Hall for one week, mept attendance at her meals and one 
hour for e:xerche on the Croquet grounds at 8UCh tlmea as 1t 
was not occupied 'by others. 
After the President returned, the faeulty.dec1ded ln the 
case of that he be denied all the privileges 
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of the UniversitY" and grounds !or one week. !bat ln this- tlme 
he is to apply himself' diligently iu preparing hi.e a\udletJ for 
exam!Mtion. In both cases solemn promises were ruade never 
again to engage in such correspondence while connected w11th 
the UnherBity .1 · · 
!here were some students who obviously loved their teachere. In 
1875, 41 the yollllg ladies of the Emendian. Society knocked at the door 
of the faculty meet1Dg and· upon its being opened theY" were seen 
luu:teuing up the stairs but had left at the door, ice cream. cake, 
nuts, candy, etc., festooned with iniclox. Professor BlaCkman was 
appointed to convey the thanks of the ;f'aculty for the generous 
remembrance. If 
2 
Deportment waa presumably more of an 1 tem ln CQllege than it 1s 
now. Faculty rules governing thiA in 1876 were as follows: 
At the beginnlng of the term each student Bh&J.l be credited 
wtth 100 and shall be subject to demerit tor a.n:y disturbance 
or midconduct. Should the deportment of a:r\,v student fall to 
90, he shall be :lnf'onned of the fact by the Preddent; should 
lt fall to eo, hh name shall be read out 1n Chapel; should it 
fall to 70, his parents or guardians shall be informed; and1 
should 1t fall to 60, the student thereby suspends himself 
from the ins t itut!on. 
A spicy reaction to the graduation speeches of lB76 appeartn 
"The grad"Uatlug speeches and ese.qs avel'lt«ad. .. fairly~ the 
ladles. I hottedl7 thl11k, mald.~~g the be11t. showing in thought 
and expresdon. She young gentlemen ot the institution • 
. perhapa coprlug too elosel7 aome of us, thelr grave ·&t\4 
reverend antora, are smitten •1th the pecnu1arly Americau 
vice of excestd.ve pst1culatlon. feetenng, smltbg the 
air, running about the stage. acting the thought on all f01.1.r1, 
ignoring the power of !-.gina tion in the hearer, these are 1 amoug the sta.ge-ta~t perversions most current 1n our time. 
A.t Commencement, June 19?7, President lllbbone had ·served a 
perlod of flve years durf.~~g bla second term. lte wae placed in 
nomination for a s:lrl~ year but declined a.nd no=imted as hls succeeaor, 
Reverend o. c. Stratton, A.M. 1 who was llDanimouslr elected. It 
must be said ot Gibbons that he bad~ stee.~tng influence on 
everything he was connected with, and that a great deal of the 
credit tor bringing the College out of some of its most serious 
difficulties was due to htm. He gave the sdhool a start for the 
1eare of prosperity that were to follow lumedlatel.y.' 
After Stratton1s election on June 7, 1877, the institution starts 
on one of its two golden eras. Stratton made 'it a policy to spend near-
ly ever.y Sunday visiting the various churches, generally presenting 
the subject of higher education and the cla~s of the University. 
Because of a pleasing presence, a graceful manner, and a fine 
delivery, he was welcomed everywhere, and the demands upon his time 
were enonDOus. As a result of all thh activity and his fine showing, 
the immediate first fruits of his labors were a large number of new 
·students. 
Be began. immediately upon taking over the pre~idency, to 
liquidate the University debt of ~15,000, which had a way of getting 
bigger each year because receipts did not balance expenses. Stratton 
and two other members of the faculty assumed $3,000 of this debt as a 
challenge to the Board of Trustees to clean the slate. He was not 
afraid to tackle financial problems. As a result of his enthus1amn 
and zeal, the debt was wiped out before long. 
The "era of good feeling" was beginning to be felt financially. 
It was something new to have volunteers come· forward with large sums 
unsolicited. At a Board meeting on June 7, 1883, Mr. David Jacks, a 
prominent Californian, proposed to give the first $500 toward the pur-
chase of a telescope. Subsequent developments worked out so that an 
observatory, supplied with a telescope, chronometer and tran~it in-
etruments, was installed by Jacks and Capt. Charles Goodall. !rhis 
building, erected in the southwe9t part of the campus, was constructed 
at a cost of $7,000 and was well-planned and equipoed. 
Stratton's personal magnetism could not fail to impress hia 
hearers. A report of one of hie deputations reads as follows: 
C. c. Stratton has been with us. Last Sabbath the 
community of Bingbampton was aroused from its winter slumber 
by the energy and thought of his sermon from Timotby 1. 15. 
The line of argument was straight, the thought spiritual and 
the illustrations drawn largely from science. In the evening 
he lectured in Rio Vista, subject, "Benefits of Education.• 
True ideas :from true men in a community are of inestimable 
value. The University must increase propelled by suCh 
mental force and energy. The people are looking down that 
way, . they ask, "Where did he come from? With what school 1a 
he connected? Vlbat are the expenses per annum?" Personal 
contact is the best advertisement. We want to see more o£ 
our educs.tional representative men in the country. Farmers' 
sons and daughters furnish the best material for.colleges. 
They await invitation.l 
'l'b.e President's speeches were e:r..i$~llent oxamples of lHeraey 
masterpieces. To do him justice, excerpts must be given here. At 
his inauguration on June 5, 18?8, he thrilled his hearers with some 
of the following stataments: 
With full confidence in their ability and fidelity, this 
corporation bas committed the departments of instruction and 
discipline to the eminent gentlemen who compose the faculty; 
and we are fully cons.cious that, under circumstances of 
embarrasgment, with untold sacrifices and sel:f' denial, they 
are laboring ·.tn this cause, more from a. sEmse of duty and the 
impulse of love than hope of mercenary regard. Happy! thrice 
happy teachers! who, in this beautiful vale, amidst these 
gentle landscapes, on the borders of this magnificent bay, 
encircled with these maJestic mountains, pursue the course of 
your peaceful benevolence and unambitious triumphs. Though 
your deeds may not be celebrated like those af the world's 
victorious heroes, with the hoarse voice of the cannon and 
the notes of martial music, military processions with banner 
and plume, and glittering ranks of polished bayonets and 
!lashing sabers, accompanied with the shouts and acclamations 
of the impetuous m:ul t1 tude; though you should gain no 
immortality of fame, your triumphs are eternal. You are making 
an impression, in the cause of education and religion, upon 
the world, that will be felt when the fame of the poet, the 
1 Califqrnia Chri§tian Advocate, April 25, 18?8, p. 1.· 
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renown of the orator. and the splendor of martial achievements 
shall have been forgotten •••• 
!'he Teal tbeQr;y of the University cannot be 1nd.epemtentl.J 
carried out under State control. lt must ignore rellgton. 
How Christianity is a fact. Ite history, its doctri'Des., 1ts 
experiences, are facts. It has played a vaat influence in the 
past and is a mighty factor in societT today. Nevertheless it 
mu.s t be barred out of the clasa-room and we must have an 
expur&ated curriculum for our State Universities: with thla 
peculiarity, however, tbat "UDder thh system, Ohrietian text 
books, ins-tead of immoral aentiments, must be ptlrged out •••• 
'rhe secular school cannot btl entrusted nth moral and. 
political science. I~ine a Rt~te University in the Sou~ 
before the war incul~ting Christian ethics on the question of 
slavery; or in lew lilngland, advocating free trade in po11t1eal 
economy under the domit~ance of the Whig ps.rty; or a protective 
tariff in the South under the control of the Democratic. 
Under ouch circumata.nces. :t}le truth of any doctrine drops out 
of account, and party eonsiderationu elect the teachers 8.lld 
decide the text books. Falling in this, the dominant party 
will not vote the su:ppl1es. In this way, the State University 
becomes at the merc;r of the general public, and :lf it should 
adhere to principles or maintain consistency in anything; it 
must "both know how to abound and how to suffer want • • accora... 
tng to the fluctuat1~ conditions of the different political 
parties •••• 
To conclude this point. ~e school cannot improve upon 
the method of nature. In the family and all future life the 
sexes mingle and act and react upon each other. !l'hie associa-
tion is the source of untold blesdngs and it is never 
interrupted that nature does not avenge herself for the viola-
tion of her order. Boarding schools of either sex are no 
exception to the general rule. The,y are not models of either 
gentlemanly deportment or feminine refinement. !he mixed 
achool-wrhatever its imperfections-is the best for both 
sexes, and, in proportion to 1 h members, the largest contri-
butor to true manhood and womanho.od •••• 
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Our hope ia in the glowing future of our State and coaat--
wtth their fertile soil, over which the golden 'harvests nod and 
rustle greetings to the golden deposits 'beneath; with their 
diversity of climate, including all varieties but the ~lea~t; 
with their varied products, suited to the suwlY of every want; 
with their exuberant growths, enriching the husbandman w1 th 
the generous yield of his harvests and astonishing the traveler 
with the giant monarchs of the mountains--a land harvesting ita 
gold placers as others harvest golden grain; tapping ite 
bonanzas, a.s the east tape ite lakes and rivers, and possessing 
literally ·~e precious .fruita brought .forth by the na, and the 
precious th1»ga put forth by the moon, the chief things of the 
ancient mo\lD.tains, and the pree1oue things of the la.aUng hills, 
the precious t.h1n&s of the earth and the fullness thereof, and 
the gOOd will of him tbat dwelt in the bueh. • Surely w.ch a 
land. producing everything else 1n such variety- and prof1ilsion, 
will prod:u.ce men also rich enough in nature as well as means to 
provide .for the Christian CUlture of thle State. 
With an abiM.ng confidence that the mbdon of Christian 
eul. ture 1a but began, wl:th strong eonv1ctlou that a great. work 
lies before 1 t in ·this State, with a mighty assurance that the 
Untverdty of the Pac1f1c has a call and a future, and with. an 
'W1qing pmpoae tbat .it shall make lts calling and election 
sure, we the members of the faculty. have taken our rerrpect1ve 
cbalra. We ask of you, members of the Board of Trustees, and 
we ask with confidence. a e;enerowa liberality and a cordial 
support. You, no leas than ourselves, are charged with thiS 
interest-an interest vital. 1 do not say to Methodism, or to 
Christianity, merely •· but to Christian civilhe.tlon on this 
Coast, and the c1vll1zat1on which is not Christian will not 
be heir of the a.ges. Whatever else dies, the Christian 
University mu.et live and flourish. It is ours to see that it 
SHALL. We cannot afford to dwell or worship in celled hnuaee, 
while Christian culture seeks cover for her nakedness in 
inadequate buildings or poorly equipped departments. We me.,y 
swell in cottages, and dreee in homespun. and worship in 
tabernacles. but we m'll.l'lt provide tlult culture-Ohristia.n eul-
ture-twin....hau&nald and. true yokefellow of the Church of 
Christ, shall lift up her head among the best institutions of 
our day. We ask your aid. We beg your prayers, and we 
invite you to a fellowShip of work and self-denial in advanc-
ing this great cause of God and l:iun'lani ty .1 
For some tlme there had been talk of the need of a building for 
the Preparatory Department as well as dormitory fa.cili ties in the same 
b'Oildin& for men. Up to thh time the men had been foreed to live 1n 
private homes. At the same meeting where Mr. David Jacks electrified 
the .Board by providing a telescope, lle proposed to give $5,000 toward 
a new building that would cost $40,000. On motion it was decided that 
when Dr. Stratton. ehoW.d :reach $30,000 in good snbaeriptions a meet-
lug of the :Board ah.Quld be held to take ftll"ther action. 2 
~ Addresses by the Reverend o. c. Stratton. 1878. 
Minutes of the Board of Trustees. June 6, 1883. 
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~e course of study was modified in 1~84. Post-graduate co~es 
were provided in Science and Philosop~ 1 in which graduates were to 
receive degrees of ~ster of Science and Master of Philosopby. A 
post-graduate course leading to the degree of Doctor of Philosopey wa.a 
also authorized by the Board of ~rustees. 
It was not long before President Stratton ~ able to present 
the r~qu1red number of subscriptions to allow work to proceed ~n the 
new building. A 'building comm1 ttee consisting of G., :a. _.Bowman• J. 
A. Clayton. John \'lidney-, J. E. Richards and J. w. Whiting was 
appointed.1 Appropriate ceremonies were arranged for the laying of 
the cornerstone. The event was schedUled for 2 o'clock on Friday · 
afternoon, October 3. 1884. The main· event was an address b7 for-
mer President Sinex. A survey of some o£ the obstacles the school 
had been forced to meet in the past was well phrased by one who had 
helped meet them: 
Asking your ptitience for just a molt$nt. let me summarize 
some of the difficulti-es which confronted us at this time. We 
had no accommodations for boarding pupils from abroad except 
in n few private families. The professors had to build houses 
for themsel veo or reisde in Santa Clara or San Jose. !l'here 
was strong public sentiment against the co-education of the 
sexes in the University. The patronage wan di.vid.ed with other 
institutions established about that time. The State Univer-
si ty waf! founded and etarted in life with a birthday preeent 
of half' a million dollars frorn the State, besides the grants 
of the General Government and the College of California. The 
State Normal School was removed from San Francisco to San Jose 
· anA received the generou~ gift from the ei ty of thirty aoree 
of :land within the city limits and app:ropr1ations for building 
and grounds of over a quarter of a million :from the State. 
We design to utter no words of disparagement of the&e instttu.-
tions nor the contnon schoolS~, of which we, as the people of 
this State are so justly proud, but wi.th elegant and 
1 !1?.!.4· 
-ccammodious city schools. with a State University with 1.b free 
tuition, with a magnificent Normal School almost within sight, 
with free tuition and the advantage of a diploma. equtvalent 
to a certificate to teach, we w~re greatly at a disadvantage 
in seeldug patronage. About this time, also, there aroe~ 
another cause for the diversion of patronage among our own 
people. The Conference took under ita care the Napa Collegiate 
Institute. !lb.e people north of the 'bay needed u. 'ihiJJ' have 
generougly aided it. It atandc today a motmmtmt to their honor, 
and an institution of great usefulness. 1Jut, nevertheles1!J, it 
divided the patronage of the Church, and the 'BJDIPathlee and 
efforts of some of those who had been atauueh friends and 
helpers of the University were jU.verted from us. !'here were 
·other and seve.re causes for diftcotl!'agement. Our efficient and 
heroic agent was called from labor to reqt. Several years of 
compara. t 1 ve draught reduced the number of land sales to almoat 
nothing. Interest on. our notes were ra-pidly acoumul.a.tbg. We 
owed o~e.r £ort7 tholWlnd dollars. 
At this Juncture, DrA Gibbons entered the conflict. with 
ripe ex;>erience and fresh energy. Bhhop Foster came upon the 
field, and, with clarion vote&. ordered an advance all along 
the line. He so stirred the heart~ of the friends of the 
institution, and kindled such flre of enthwd.asm that an endow-
ment of $401000 was pledged in mueh the greater ~rt, by the 
members of the Conference. Brother A. M. Baily added hie 
efficient labors ae one of the agnets, and soon an auction sale 
of lands took place, at which $39.000 worth of lots were 
disposed of • a.nd the institution was virtUAllY relieved from 
embare.ssment. ~e later history of the institution is well 
known to most • if not all of you. We reJoice in the rising 
of' ib affairs and the glor;r of 1h prosperity, the wise 
management, within and without. its s~irit of enterprise and 
progression. its rapid growth and brilliant 'Prospects, call 
forth our most ha;ppy coJ.1,gratule.tionu. Today il!augura:tes the 
third era in ita histor,y.l 
Wi tb three buildings on the campus it was highly desirable to 
give them namB11J. The faculty in meeting decided to name the old 
college building West Hall, the new brick bu1ld1ng aat Hall, and 
the Ladies.• Hall, South Hall. These names became official and 
remained so until the removal of' the campus to Stockton • 
. 
1 sa:n Jgu P.,ailz Me;an:n2. October 4, 1884. 
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East Ball was an lm:poslng structure. It was described at U11 
completion: 
:Es.et Hall prnents a beautiful s:ppeera.nee when T!etre!l from 
the exterior, and the architect, L.. Goodrich, urq be juatll' 
proud of his tasteful work. !he excellent effect produced., 'by 
an outdde vifnr 18 condd1n•ably :lncreaaed when the vbl tor 
· enter1 the straight hallWS¥ • ten fe~t in width, that rtmt! through 
the building. ~ various rooma opening on either ,ide.:>"! the 
hall on the first floor .are those devoted to eommerctal or 
'business departmenta, ntltural ecience and philosopq, etc. Ou 
the second floor are the departments for 1n£tructlon in'FHneh 
and German, six nmde roome, end the elocut1onar7 departments. 
On the third floc~ are the dor.mltor1es for the younger students 
who will boa.rd. and room in the building. These are admtrabl7 
arranged tor the com:fort of the oecupa.nh. llilch et'Udent \Jill 
have a room ~o himaelf with a commodious wardrobe or closet 
ntta:t:>.hed. and such other ·conveniences pl"'v1ded as falls to the 
lot of compara.t1vely few bo;vs 'flhen they are at home. Dr. 
Stratton, the Ol'.Jteemed and efficient President. believes that 
while the students of sixteen yearo or age or under need to be 
a;uarded, and to a ce1"ta1n extent controlled, 1t b at the same 
time necessary to 1nflpire them with an indtviduall ty tbat b 
born of' self reliance, a.ud ao he gives yo;mg mentality with s. 
pr1dJI that shall prompt it to care for the nes.tneas and eomtort 
of 1h surroundinr-s. each hie own apal"tment. 
The lUning .Room, in the basement story, but at111 well 
above the ground, 11 a magn1f'1c.ent apartment ~nd will accommo-
date comfortably 150 at a time, or in ease of' necessity, 200. 
The kitcl\.en, pantrtee., etc. • nre eql.UI.lly convenient and 
commodious,. 1'he eteam heating apparatus h on a MW"..h larger 
scala than thnt o! the College Hall and is gu;pplied by a baUer 
w1 th a capacl ty- of thirty horse power; this is sunk it\ . tlie 
ground to a depth of some fift.een feet on the nof'th side of the 
buildi~ and is covered with a shi~ld of oor~ted iron. The 
rec"J.''tion and reading rooms are deserving of especial 1D8ntlon, 
as thq are adrnira:bl:y a.do'Pted to the -purposes for which they 
are dedgnea. !l'ha dnrudtor.ies are expected to accommodate 100. 
nnd the eame .rrmnber w111 be boarded. The cla.sa rooms will be 
~uff!ciently large fo~ 250 atudente. ~ls building is. 
designed for the exclunlve use of the students in the prepara-
tory department. Where tJvorything is upon eo large and fine a 
scale it is difficult to accord to any one or two features the 
preferenee, but 1t may be said ~t the writer was most 
favorably impressed by the abundance of light and alr to be 
had in every portion. nnd the :l'!ll.fe and convenient l'liOdes of 
ingren and egresa provided. It is the intention of the 
Trustees to erect, at an early day, n large and elegant 
A-ssembly Hall. on the grounds about midqy between the 
J. University buildiug and tbe College Hall. 
These improvements were not all. The conetructlon of a new 
Dtning Ball, to accommodate from between 150 and 200 boarders waa 
approved by the Board at its June, 1885, meeting. It was located 
midway between the new brick building or kat H.all and the Ladies' 
Hall, or South Hall. Ita cost was approximately $5,000. Actual 
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expenditures during the year including building and eqlli:pment amounted 
to $53,000. To meet these expenses, $38,000 was raised and paid. 
A mortgage ot $10,000 was given and a fioatin.g debt of $5,000 
created. Provision existed. in the shape of subscriptions, to meet 
this floating debt. Surprisingly enough. the school year again 
ended with a favorable balance of $774.85. which was remarkable con-
sidering the improvements made and the strengthened curriculum.'2 
Counselling of students, which is considered somewhat new in 
.American colleges, had its day at Pacific as far back as 1886. During 
this year, the faculty in meeting, adopted a plan for the 11systema.t1-
zation of students." The plan had seven features: 
1. 
a. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
T.bat the entire body of College students be classed in four 
divisions. 
That Professors Martin, George, Alexander and Cox have 
charge of these divisions. 
That the same students shall continue in the divisions from 
year to 7ear1 except for good reatons. 
~t a small blank book be provided for each student. 
T.bet this book contain the name of the etudent end that of 
the Professor of the division. 
That no student be registered in a class who does not bring 
his book with certification that he be allowed to take the 
stud¥ 1n question at that particular ttme. 
That these books remain in the hands of the advisors after 
l San Jgse Dailz M!r~, august 5, 1885, p. 3. 
2 Mtnutg& of tQe Califotp\§ Annual Cgnf§t&UQ! 1 1885, p. 45. 
the classes have been formed at the beginning of eaCh 
te::rm.l 
About this time, a group of young ladies consisting of alumnae 
and friends of the University organized themselves into a Ladies 
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Chapel and Conservator, of Music Association~ The immediate concern 
of the group was the raising of money to aid in the construction of 
a suitable chapel and assembly hall on the campus. Their more general 
concern was the prosecution of cul. ture" They began this work ser-
iously, and their efforts were-eventually crowned with success.2 
One can easily see that in a relatively few years the Univer-
sity had entered a golden era: new facilities were at the command 
of the administration in the way of buildings and. equipment, a 
strong and united faeulty was successfully working, the largest 
body of students in the history of the school was present, finances 
were in fine shape, and. th~ advancements of thirty-five years had 
been consolidated. All these things bred confidence and hopes of 
continued advancement because "nothing succeeds like success." 
In the middle of all this prosperity, however, President 
Stratton presented his resignation. At a special meeting of the 
Board called on December 8, 1886, he submitted the following conmuni-
cation to explain his unexpected action: 
Gentlemen: 
As the call for this meeting· was unexpected and the time 
iu unusual, I owe it to you and ~self to state both the 
immediate reasons which have led to t~is action. The immediate 
rea.aon h, t~ ~ I desire to reeign the position of president 
of thi~ institution, the resignation to take effeet 
1 Mtnutea pf the FA£l!l t;t, August 27, 1886.· 2 See p. 75, infrA• 
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Jau\Jal7 1, 1887. The causes which have lead to this step mq be 
stated in brief. 
I am ln the middle of the tenth year of my service. When 
elected to the position, I was in the uddst of ~ term 1» a 
pleasant charge and engaged in DV chosen life work, aud dis-
qualified in many respects, as it seemed to me, :for the duties 
of the new place, for I bad never taught b1 any insti tutlon of 
learning of any grade beyond a half a day in m,y life. !he mat-
ter- was canvassed ·at home and my good wlfe and myself resolved 
to make the attempt and give ten years-the very best of our 
lives-to the advancement of Christian culture in California 
and to succeed or die in the attempt. You lmow the. results 1n 
the University-, but no one outside of the f,amil.,)r, ea.n know .what 
this has cost. fh.e aalary was $1800, and out .of that I was 
expected to provide my own house and fW'ni ture. Keep a .liorJJe 
and carriage-my duties demanded that-and live in wah a ·way 
that visitors could be invited to uv hflme if neeessaey:. Of 
courae .all 1ihh coUld not be done -on $1800. We bull t a home 
with means derived from other .aources. We finished it b7 
boarding stv.dents. and afterwards -co-ntinued tba.t. course in 
order that we might pay for help in the hous&;. When we tired 
of that because it left us no privacy and so much broke in upon 
my babi ts of ~tudf'. the help and the boarding were dispensed 
with and the famUy cared for the home. Under ordina17 circum-
stances· this would not have been deemed any great hardship, but 
when it is understood that the doorbell would ring from ten to 
thirty or more times a de:y .and that without reference to hours 
. or domestic engagements. within, that I ·was away from rzw. hlme and 
my children the most of the time :l.n school, no one can feel sur-
prised. if 1 at least, this burden became intolerable to Mrs. 
Stratton •••• 
· But even tP.is was not 1'1nel., As long as I continued strong 
and buoyant I i'el t tba t the University co1il.d be ea.:rried and 
eve:cybody along with it. I had been corre:spondtng .Se.creta.ry, 
book-keeper. nnaneial agent • overseer of grounds and buildings, 
building comrni ttee,· and general canvasser in the field for stu. 
dents, besides attending to the general duties of ·'UJY' office and 
rrq chair 1n the University. Of course some interests suffered. 
I was away too much, but throU&h the loyalty and devotion of the 
Faculty who did all in their power to make up for TI1f lack of 
service at home, the institution continued to prosper. But now 
X come to the saddest part of the history so far as personal 
interest is concerned. After the completion of East Hall .and 
after it had been furnished and occupied by the preparatory 
department, I became conscious of a want of mw usual vigor and 
spring.... . 
Last summer l was invited to Mille • College to deliver the 
annual address in memory of Dr. Mills the founde:t". When the 
trouble between President Sprague and the Trustees began, he 
wrote me as I know he did maay others, setting forth hie como-
plaints. Later Mrs. Mills met me in Oakland and gave me 
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additional information. When the matter was ta.k&n up by the 
papers, what little influence I had was used to keep the subJect 
out of the courts, and bring about peace. In this intereRt I 
was invited to visit the college and confer with Yre. Mills. 
These facts gave me a knowledge ot the affairs ~f the institution 
and an interest in its welfare which I could not otherwise have 
had, and when the invitation to come there was extended my 
knowledge o:f the place, of its quiet retirement, just what we all 
seemed to require-and comparatively limited demand11 v;pon "'JJT 
time and care, prepared us to listen with favor to the call. Of 
course the additional salary was a consideration, but two yean 
ago, it would not have received more than a passing thollght. I 
promised to eonslder the mattel" and suggested that Mra,. lUlls 
confer with her Trustees. l'rom the beginning I sa.1d to he-r and 
them that 11\V' course IIIllSt be determined by the question whether 
a suitable succes-sor could be found here, that 1 could not under 
circumstanceB sacrifice the interest of the Un1Yeraity. When 
Dr. :Burtby, to whom I turned from the first, eonaented to come, 
if elected bY' our Trustees, I felt that the conditions on which 
I had suspended nv decision ha.d been met and determined to 
present Jt13' reslgna tion and accept the proffered s1 tuat1on.1 
!rile resignation was e. bombshell. !rhe .Board refused to accept 
it and immediately appointed a committee o:f five to confer with 
Stratton. They saw him .immediately nnd reported that he consented to 
rennin, under the following eondi tionsu 
1.. That the Trusteee pay off the debt of $15.,000. 
2. ~t hie own salary be increa1:ed to $2750. 
3. That the aalaries o! Profs. l~rtin and George be raised to 
$1500 and of Prof. Xing to $1250.2 
Immediatel~·. the Trustees raised $10,000 among themselves and 
pledged to raise the zoemaining $5000. ~is met the terms of the 
first condi t:lon. T'.ne Preddent 1s salaey- was :fixed at $2750, which 
took care of the second request, and the salaries of the. three 
professors mentioned vrere rnieed to the amounts spGcified. In addi-
tion, Stratton wag voted a va~~tion of three month~, to be taken at 
1 President Stratton to the Board of i'rustees, December. 
2 Minutes of the Board o.f' Trustees, December 8, 1896. 
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tmab. time as be ahould elect. 1'he resignation was withdrawn and the 
matter settled for the time being; 
Stratton's 4a7S at Pacific, however 1 were definitely- numbered. 
1'h.e offer from Mille College was otill attracting him 1 and on March 
14 1 18971 he presented his aeeond resignation, to take effect at the 
.close of th&t se&f!llon. In the fall of that year he succeeded Presi-
1 dent Sprague of lUlls College. Rb a.ecomplhbments of ten .yearo at 
Paeifte were marked. .Regular professorships inereaeed from six to 
ten; students from 166 to 423. Degrees were :J~nferred on 197 candi-
dates. To the Collegiate, Preparatory 1 and Commercial Departments 
were added Art. Music, El.oeutlon, Ed:uca.tion and l.a11. The Conserva-
tory of Musi.c, under Professor King, was organized on a good basis. 
1'he debt was entirely liquidated snd three historic buildings were 
cons. tructed, namely; South Hall, Eaet Hnll 1 .and the Observatory. 2 
The first efforts at dignifying education courses as such ewme in 
1887 • when tha Board agr-eed to establish a Nonnal Departm&nt. Al-
1 Stratton remained at Mills Ooll~g~ for three years and then 
resigned, 1n order te soeept the Presidency of his Alma Mater, 
Willamette Unive:rsity. ~e history of Mills College, written by 
liosaline A. Keep, lists many advances of t~lt school during that 
three..year period. Howeve~~ it aeems that Suaa.n 1'. Mills still had 
a bold on the school and insisted on mald.ng decisions for it. Rumor 
had it that she was very dii'fieul t to get along with at this parti-
cular time--she was op1nion9.ted to the highest degree. She had ditJ-
agreements with Dr. Stratton, and the qu'!l.rrels became so intense 
that all oi' California began to know about them. In view of the 
kindly and gentlemanly WilY of Dr. Stratton, one :f'ind.s it hard to 
believe that all the things Mrs. MUls said ~bout him were true. 
Friends of Stratton everywhere rallied to his support, particularly 
a strong band of Pacific friends, but 1Uld.er the cirO"Ulll!Jtanaes he 
deeided. to seek new :fields of labor. The tragedy of it all was that 
he did not stay on at Paelfie, where the matter of his person..u 
integrity would have been spared and hie .contribution could have 
~een excellent.' 
Eockwell D. ~unt, GoJ.d§n Jybile@ q;f tlM: Ug\VU§UY qt the Pa,Qif1q, 
1901, P• lle 
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read¥ there was a llormal Course in existence, but tl1is new action 
would make a Department ot it.· fhe 1\&W title of the Department was to 
be the 11School of Psycholog and the Sciences and. .A.rt of Educatiol\. 111 
CHAPTER VI 
The matter of a successor to Stratton became au issue of 
immediate concern. The committee a~po1nted by the Board to find 
candidates carried on a considerable amount of correspondence with 
people outside the state. The resident Bishop, Fowler, was -present 
at the report meeting and was able to be of great assistance to the 
Board beeau$e of his personal knowledge of most of the applicant& • 
.After an ea.rne~t CEt.nvasa of the situation,. the committee decided to 
select Dr. H. A. Gobin, Pre81dent of Baker University in Kansas, for 
the positioh. Gobin did not accept, however, and the Board then made 
an offer to Dr. A. c. Hirat, of Cincinnati. Hirst was a prominent 
preacher, having occupied. some of the most imoortant pulpits. He was 
elected on June 30, 1887, and .Wa.sfto take over hb duties itmned.iately • 
.. f 
A.. c. Hirst, D.D., was born in Cincinnati, Ohio, June 15, 1839. 
lie finished his collegiate education at Hanover College in 1859. lie 
i 
was at once elected Adjunct Frof.essor of Latin and Greek in Steuart 
College, Clarksville, Tennessee. liis next position was that o! 
Associate Principal of Sayre Female Institute, from which he res~ed 
to accept a professorshi'p in Transylvania University. He was Super-
intendant of P.o1blic Schools at Ironton, Ohio for five years, and in 
1870 became professor of Latin Language and Literature in Ohio Unl-
v~rsity at Athens, Ohio. Having entered the active ministry of the 
Methodist .Episcopal Church, he l!·erved th.e leading churches at 
Marietta. Washington, Chillicothe, Columbus. and Cincinnati, Ohio, 
and Pittsburg. Pennsylvania. lie was intimately associated with 
·schools and colleges and bad large experience in educational work. 
?2 
InAuguet. 1887 1 after resigning his pastorate at Cincinnati, he 
entered upon his duties as President of the University ~f the Pacific. 
On ~ret's first appearance before the student body at the open-
ing exerches of school he painted an enthudastle pi'C!ture of the 
immediate future. He expected to endow eaeh one of the principal 
professorships in the University. Money had been raiJt~d to put. a 
:..:~: ~ 
fourth floor on East Ball to accommodate an additional twent¥-four 
male students. Another improvement in mind was the increasing of 
the Ladies' r• quarters by the addi t1on ·of two wings to South Ball.· 
~e Conservatory of Music fund was begun. A large number of people 
agreed to put memorial windows in the Conservatory. .Amo!lg these 
was the Reverend R. II. lieacock1 whose window in memory of his son 
bore statement "A Christian Classical Education Will Never Be 
Regretted by Anyone. tt the words uttered by the young man on his 
dying 'bed. ~is window was -preserved at the time of the razing of 
the Conservatory bUilding and was placed in the pTesent College 
library 1 where it can now 'be seen. 
As the College was growing and the immediate community was 
expanding. the need for nearer poet office facilities was being felt. 
For eome time the University mail was brought from San Jose at the 
expense of the school. Professor A. J. Surface, Principal of the 
Acad~mw. who wa~ a personal friend of the ~irst Assistant Postmaster 
General, carried on the necessar:i" eorrGspondence relative to the 
securing of an office. In due time Mr. W. F. ~de was appointed 
postmaster of "College Park.- the official designation of the ~lace. 
It was firut suggested that the name should be '~niversity." but 
owing to the faet that the University of Southern California had a 
similarly named postoffice and there was official objection to like 
names in the same state, the 'Present title was chosen.l The post-. 
otflce was temporarily located in the A.ead~ building. but it we.s 
bot long before the Alumni Association seized upon the idea of pro-
v1d1ng a building and, when it was paid for,- turning it over to the 
~rustees. fhe income from 1 t was to be forever devoted to the pur-
chase of books to pe placed in the l!.brary, the book£! thua pur-
.. . 
. 2 . 
chased to be designated as the Alumni Collection. Profe$sor Cox, 
Pr.aneis w. Eo1d, end Charles N. Kirkbride were the committee 
appointed to develop the proJect. Support wa'S fortheoming, and the 
edifice, which was designed by Reid, 'Waf! constructed at n cost of 
approximately $1.000. Its d.imendons were twenty by thirty feet, and 
it was divided on the ground floor into a ~ostoffice and bookstore; 
while the upp~r etor.y was fitted up for the reeidence of the post-
Uiret also outlined the need for better railway and telegraph 
fe.cili ties. In e. Rtatement to a. newspaper re!JOrter he said.: 
"Our aim is, of cou.rse, that we "111 sorae time have a 
station here., with ticket office, telegraph and express :faei-
11t1es. That, of course, is in the futurfll, but there is an 
e~ceedingly large quantity of express matter ~hich arrives at 
the Univa~tty for th~ Students, and which is sent away from 
this office. There are a large number of peo-ple lbing 
around tn~ coll~ge who, though not connected. direetly with it, 
consider it a great ~dvantage not to have to go to San Jose 
or Santa Clara to tranS\act e..ny business of that character_.· 
~elagraph facilities would al~o add to the conveniences and 
1 ~.n Jpse f!tily Metem.z. Me.y 6. 1888. 'P· 5. 2 e;~:umni Associat1gn Min,utea, Yllq 24, 1888, p. 39. 
3 Paciftg Phaf21· AUgust 15, 1889, p. 3. 
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the stoppage of the passenger trains which are flagged or atop 
to allow passengers to get on or off at Poihemus average 
seve:ral times a d!Q' • aside from those who pass into town and 
come back.Ml 
Up to thls point nothing has bee~ said about the Visiting 
Committees appointed b.f the California Annual Conference to visit 
the achool and then make a report to the Conference in 1 ts annual 
seslion. !he Committee arranged to spend eome time on the campua 
visiting classes, attending functions. and in general. looking into 
t)le entire life of the school. Some committees took their work 
serio~sly by o~ly examining student$ in the classes. The function 
of the~e Committees became lese necessary 1n more reeent years and 
they have been'~ large!,- db regarded. 
Unquestionably the Ladies Conservatory Association bad good 
intentions wben it announced it was going to b'nild a Oonoaervatory 
building. but the ground breaking ceremony seemed a little prema-
ture because the money did not come in for the building as expected. 
President Hirst told the '!'rustees at their meeting on September 7, 
1888 that he tho1J€ht the building should be constructed even though 
a debt were incurred. RiB ma.1n reason was that the :::onservatory 
\Vas beeomi~ so large that 1 ts work M.d to be dhtributed thro1.1gb.-
out the different buildings, thereby distlJrbing other classes and 
the atudents who were studFing. T'Ae Board agreed that if the 
ladies could rahs one .h.A.l:f' of the amount necesaa.ry to erect t.he 
building, the .Board ot !l'rustees would :provitle for tb.e balance, the 
total cost not to exceed ~3s.ooo. Later action limited the amount 
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to $30,000., and as soon as suitable plans were adopted the building 
was to proceed. Plans were accepted from arehi teet llewsome and b1dJI 
let out. Ylhen the blda were opened, the lowest was $44•455, J'Uat 
$14,455 in excess of' the amount voted)· It 1ras evident that because 
of' ltm1ted funds. the building speettica.tions would have to be 
changed f:rom brtek: to wood. New bide were then opened for a r.evlaed. 
plan. fhe lo,e&t btd flat~ that of P • .a~ Wells for $2£11499. It wae 
nccepted, and construction began !tmledin. tely. 2 
tion for, those purtmint: studies 1n Musi:c aM. Art.. It cen:ta.1ned 
harmony room111, studios • and Art Depa.rtitll!nt • ·and roomr; for the Ladies 1 
Lttera:ry Societies. ~e audi torlum would seat 1800 persons. 
A m:udoal festival wa.e held during M.a.)", 1890, to dedicate the 
new Coueervnto.ey building.. ~e edifice W0.5 completely :f'tnhhed and 
:fu:rnbhed with 16 new pia.nos. At the .t'eetivai the large auditorium 
was filled to capaeity to hear a new and. original canteta entitled 
"An Ode !fo Music" written for ·th~ occaelon by MiRe Lulu Mayne, a.nd 
Pro.feesor :F. Lou! Xing. DeAn of the Conf!!ervatory. 3 
The old chapel in Wect Hall hBld v~r.r saered memorie!, not only 
for thll .students. but many alumni ns well. Appro-pria.te e~ereises 
were arrsnged for the last Cha.-pel exerches held in the old he.ll. 
Professor ~. c. G$orge, called trpon to addl'ess the studenh on 
~ Min,ut@s gf the ]$o3r{! qf Trug,teez. A:prU u. 1889. 
; .f:iinu~~e gf tse .fl9S:~ • .9f. 'l't!aJ~~fl· July s, 1889. p. sa. 
· Jl~ Ju~ .. .iJm~uh lriaif 24, 1s~o. 
behalf of the faculty, said: 
For nineteen and one-half years the student. of this Uni-
versity have associated in this room, this aacred ~lace, 
around which cluster the pleasant memories of ;years which 
never can be effaced. For fourteen years it has been my 
pleasure to meet. the students here, and during ten years of 
that period it was my· duty to call the roll, and I thereupon 
kno• something of the oecurrenc~s and exercises which here 
have taken place.l 
fbe need for more endowment was still on the minds of those 
closely connected wl th the school. Practically every president had 
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realized this, and had presented some t;ype of a program to the Board. 
President Hirst was no exception. He proposed an endo~nt fund of 
$100,000 to be bu1l t up in $1.00 shares, payable by semi-annual pay-
menta, recurring through five consecutive years, ~t of tJaid 
sbarea to be condi tiona.l upon the Whole amount being raiaed.2 A 
few months later, $26,700 had been raised.· 
Just at the time when the University was enJoying a relative 
era of prosperity, a number of factors combined to plunge the insti-
tution into another very trying period. The trouble started with a 
fight between the Freshman and Sophomore Classes. The Sophomores 
had adopted cane~ as their class insignia; the Fre~en not onlY 
stole uome of the canes, but were alleged to ha.ve destroyed them. 
Rivalry flamed to a white heat and became so pronounced that the 
faculty was forced. to take the matter up in meeting. After con-
side~tle discussion, the faculty ruled that all canes not destroyed 
must be returned. and for those destroyed, cash value must be paid.· 
As the ce.nes were not returned by the Freshmen, the following 
day, September 25, 1890, the Faaulty met to take more serious action. 
It moved that: 
Whereas • the Freshman ele.ss refused to return the canes 
taken by them from the Sophomores, aeeordl'rlg t.Q the require-
ments of the faculty • therefore. Resolved, that said Freshman 
class be suspended from college :for thirty days, except such 
members of the elass as personally indicate to the President 
before 4:00 p.m. Monday nert1 a willingness to obey the requirements of the Faculty.· 
1'he Sophomore and Junior class-es took the matter as seriously 
as the Freshman Class. All three classes either seem~d involved or 
wanted to be. .Acts of sympathy were evident. The Sophomore and 
Junior classes considered the Freshman class to be unduly J)unhhed 
by the faculty and they resolved severance from the institution 
unless reinstatement for the Freshmen was voted. After much bicker-
:l.ng which covered several days time, an adjustment was worked out 
whereby the Freshman class was allowed to aettle its difficulties 
amicably. 
It will be evid8ht by this time, tbnt as an administrator, 
Pre.sident Hirst left much to be desired. The discipline problem 
mentioned above was not the only trouble. He apparently was not 
able to get the best staff cooperation. At the close of the 
Spring Session in 1891, four of the most popular teachers in the 
school, Charles E. Cox. T. c. George, w. W. Thoburn, and D. A. 
Hayes, res1gned. 2 The Alumni Association was quick to follow 
with action: 
; 1{-itm\ea gf th~ F§cult,x, Sep-tember 27, 1890, p. 134. 
Hayes was given an honorary D. Litt. by the College in 1933. 
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iesolvedz That we, the members of the Alumni Association 
of the University of the Pacific sincerely regret that the 
resignationa of Professors D. A. Hqes, w. w. Thoburn, ~. c. 
George, and c. E. Cox have been accepted.. Resolved, that we 
believe the interests of the University would be better conserved 
by retaiuiDg these professors and dismissing Dr. A. C. Rirst.l 
!he minority theu brought forward the following protest: 
We, the undersigned, protest Sg&inet the action of the 
Alumni Association taken in the adoption of the foregoing reso-
lution as 'WlW8.rra.nted by facts and unsustained by Justice 
and unwortby of its place and dignity in thiB institution. We 
protest against the terms of the resolution as an outr-age 
against the character of Dr. A. c. Hirst and an injury to the 
institution of which we are alumni. 
The leading student pubU.cation at the time was the ~ci£:i,c 
rJy;r,m1. Its June 3, 1891 issue was full of comment on the matter. 
The editor felt that the time had come to speak out. Hirst was 
accused of misrepresentating the number enrolled in College in the 
catalogue for the school year 1888-89 and for failing to correct 
the misrepresentation. Be was further charged with causing the 
Are:hanian and Rhizomian Li tera.ry Societies to pay for double the 
amount of illuminating gas they actually used for lighting their 
chapter rooms. It was claimed Hirst was guilty of double dealing in 
small affairs. As a result of these things, ma.hy' demanded that 
Hirst should be forced to resign. 
It is not surprising to learn that shortly after these inei-
dents Dr. Hirst presented his resignation as President, and it was 
accepted. The Board in accepting, desired to soften feeling b,y 
moving that: 
Resolved that the peculiar circumstances originating and 
1 Minutes of the Alumni As1ioc1at19}1, May 28, 1891, p. 62. 
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perpetuating diff'1cul.U.ee and em:barra•smenta in the adm1n1atra-
tion of the affaire of the University have been tr,ying in the 
extreme and mana.o1ng to the auccess of tbe Uniyerdty. for -the 
ca.uee of which we do not consider hlm responstble. Our beat 
wishes and prayers shall follow him whereTer Providence ·Dia7 
call him to future labors. 
Behind this .whole iaoident three factors stand out elearly. -
!he first is that Dr. c. 0. Stratton was too popular a man to haye 
to follow. It weul.d have been verr difficult tor the most able 
penon. Stratton had a way rJf endeari-ng himself to those with Whom 
he .came in contact. Hirst did not bn.ve that qu.al:tty to auoh a 
degree. fhe second polnt is that Hirst :f'aUed in the detail• of ad-
ministration. A small and intimllte ~ family such a.s Pacifle 
had ih those ~s allowed few secrets. Hiret•s smaller~istak•a 
were not 1·eet1f!.ed in a msterful fashion before they got out of 
hand. There was no eXC'Wle for the clasR trouble to astmme the pro-
portions th.~t it dld. ~e third observation. and probablY. a stron,g 
point. is the fact that much of the trouble was trumped. up because 
several students wanted to attend Leland Stanford Jr. I1niver£11t7. 
which was openin,g in the fa.ll of 1891. liere was a new campus with 
new buildings and with several mUlion Q.ollars of endownwnt. Much 
rrublieity bad been given this new enterprise by man.v media thl'o~ut 
tha a tate and nation. As it 'tiB.fJ located only a few miles any 1 ~ 
envisaged the opportunity to make a eh!itnge. fhe troubles with 
President Hirf!t .gave many students a good excuse to transfer •. as well 
as making a good talldnt: point with their parent1!. A.ctl.l&lly 1 there 
was a veritable exodus of studente. to Stanford; ·this h verified by 
the fact thttt the m?.jo7."1ty of the fir!llt grad:uat1n.g r~lau of Stanford 
was made up of transfers from the University of the Pacific. 
!fhe :Soard of ~rustees was really s.ttg1"T at twse atudenta who 
had eaUBed so much trouble. On .A.1:Jg1:let 4, 1891; tl,ury ruled: 
~t we instruct the Faculty t~ lnqulre carefully lnto . 
the case of each student of the Unherd ty who makes al'Pltca-
tion for a csrtlficate of diamisaal and aBCertain whether 
such student has ~een so lrxvolved in the recent distl!trbances 
as to seriously impair hf.s right to such certificate, and 
refer wch C!;lBes to the :Board of ~ruatees for determination. 
!his meant that the :Board actually l:l:ld the whlp.-ba.nd over aD7 
of the leaders of the insurrection. Apparently reacting against 
crltichm of the administration in the student -papers, the .Board 
further ruled: 
eo 
That ·every periodical or -publteai1on issued by the stu- . 
dents of this tJn1ve.re1ty. or by an.v soe1ety' or organization 
among the students • or aey of them, by which the views or 
sentiments of individuals in regard to its administration or 
any part thereof may be supposed to be represented or intended 
so to 'bo, should be prohibited by the faculty, unlest: such 
publication or intended ~ublieat1on shall first be examined 
carefully by the Preddent or th& FaCUlty or some member 
thereof and duly approved, and its publication authorized by 
the party to whom it DI.'IY be subnt1tterl or :t"eferred. 
Since mention has 'been JM.de of Stanford t'n'iversity, it 1s well 
at this juncture to consider a l!ltory that b ap-parently deeply 
rooted in the Pacific tradition. According to thie story, when 
Senator Stanford was seeking an educational outlet for his fortune, 
he approached the Trustees of the Univorsi ty of the Paoif'ic and 
offered to invest his m1111onn there if the school would renounce 
its denomim;tional a.ffil11J.t1ons and become non-sectarian. !'he 
'rrusteee del1be:rated on the rnatter for some time, but could not con-
vince thamsel ves tha. t money made from stock gambles • w1ne grapes • 
and horse racin& could bA appropriated graciously for the type of 
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Ohr1stian work !n wh!eh they were comm1 tted. A retort handed down 
from one of ·them was, What does it profit an institution if it gains 
the whole world and loses 1 ts own soul?" Knowing something of the 
conviction of those connected with the University during those ~s, 
it is no1; bard to understand why the overture was turned down. The 
author has searched all available historical records for some refer-
ence to the Stanford offer, .but none in ·wr1t1~ has been found. It 
is possible that this offer. orlginally. was a verbal "feeler~ nnd 
had not advanced to the stage of actual written negotiations.l At 
all events, deep lovers of Pacific can be glad that Stanford's 
offer, if .actually made, was not accepted.. 
Vice-President w. c. Sawyer took over administrative duties 
until a new president could'be elected. Dr. E. H. McClish. a new-
comer to California, was duly elected, bu.t he declined. The next 
meeting nominated Dr. Isaac Crook, of Louisville, Kentucky, and he 
was unanimously elected. Crook was a graduate of Ohio Wesleyan 
University and. had entered the Ohio Uethodist Conference. He tTas 
known a.s an eloquent speaker and bed occupied some of the best pul-
pits in the East. In 1875 Cornell University had conferred the 
degree of Doctor of Divinity upon him. Later. in spite of his 
success as a pastor. his literary abilities had carried him into the 
lecture and periodical field. He had the countenance and ability to 
clea.r the horizon at Pacific. which was still cloudy thro-ugh 
dissention. 
1 The 'be111t a:uthor1 t~~ vre have for the above fitahmsnt was Justice 
John E. Richards. of the California Supreme Court, who was closely 
identified with the College during these -particular years.· 
.,, 
For some time there had been unofficial talk about the possi-
b111ty of the consolidation of Pacific and Napa College. In 1870, a 
corporation known as Napa Collegiate Institute had received a 
charter at the bands of the State. 1'he school was founded by Mr •. 
W. S. furner, who shortly thereafter asked that the school come 
under the patronage of the California Conference of the Methodist 
Jp1sCGpal Church. The Conference a~cepted the school and year after 
year gave 1 t as much support as could be mustered. As the school · 
&rew, it began to offer many of the same courses given by Pacific. 
Before long the two schools actually were competing for students. ae 
well as financial aid. Many questioned the need of two schools 
located so close together, particularly when transportation facili-
ties were becoming better all the time and the matter of location 
meant less to a prospective student. As this competition grew, the 
feeling for a union became more pronounced. The California Annual 
Conference of 1892 received a report of a meeting held earlier that 
year relating to the proposed merger. The report reada 
l. There was a prevailing desire among the friends of both 
institutions that all friction growing out of their relation 
as competitors for students and financial support should 
cease forever, and that they tilould work in harmony to pro--
mote the interest of Christian Education in this part of 
the State~ 
2. After muCh thought and prayer, and careful consideration of 
the opinions of those differing from them as to the best 
method of securing such harmony, a joint meeting of the 
:Boards of Trustees of the two colleges was called. At the 
meeting, nearly every member of each board 'VIaS present~ 
After addresses by Bishop Vincent and Dr. Hurlbut, the 
presidents of the University and the Napa. College, and the 
presidents of the Boards of Trustees, a motion was unani-
mously carried that a committee consisting of three men 
from each board and two members from the Committee of Edu-
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cation, be appointed to devise some plans for hal'monio'\111 work. 
fhe following brethren composed the committee: Univer-
81 ty of the PacU'ic; Ann1~ Merrtll, E. W. Plqter., and 'l. li. 
Slnex; Napa College; J. N. Beard, E. 11. Dille, and s. lil. 
Holden; Educational Committee: E. McClish and s. J. Carroll. 
Of this Committee, E. McClish was made chairman and s. J. 
Carroll, secretary. The Committee presented to the two 
boards, for their separate consideration, recommendations 
which were, with a few verbal .cl:langes tor the sake of clear-
ness, unanimously adopted by each board and then by a Joint 
meeting of both boal"da. fhe recommendations were then pre-
sented ·to the Conference, and after a seeond reading were 
unanimously adopted by a rising vote mid the most intense 
enthusiasm and gratitude. The following are the recommenda-
tions: 
1. !hat a un1f'1cat1on of the University of the Pae1f1tt 
and the Napa Coll~e ought to take place, provided that the 
interests of eaeh can be conserved and, provided the con-
solidation can be legally aooomplhbed. 
2. 1'hat the ·1lame of the consolidated institution shall 
be the University of the Pacific and its 'Principal place for 
the administration of its business shall be San.Francisco, 
provided however, that the grade of both· institutions shall 
be maintained as eolle,ges in their present locations, and 
that filll present property and resources sblil.ll be preserved 
undisturbed in their locations to each institution respective-
l,y. 
3. That all monies raised for endowment or other pur-
poses, after ~e consolidation of the aforesaid institution. 
shall be administered by the board as connnon resources, pro-
vided whenever money or other property is devieed or donated 
for specific purposes. it shall be devoted to the purpose 
specified. 
4. ~t all the present indebtedness of both institu-
tions shall be assumed by the Trnstees of the consolidated 
institution. 
5. That the Bishop be requested to appoint Geo. Clifford, 
financial Agent or the consolidated institution. 
6. That the .Board of Trustees of the consolidated insti-
tution shalltnnmber th1rt;y .. f'ive, and until the consolidation 
can be legally accomplished, the two Boards of Trustees shall 
act as a Joint Board, which shall elect 1ts own officers. 
OOMt~lfTEE ON CONSOLIDaTION 
We recomme~d, with the concurrence of the Joint meeting 
of the two Boards of Trustees, that the same committee that 
presented the recommendations carey forward the work under 
the direction of the joint board. 
R.EIJLTIONS AND WORK OF THE ALUMNI 
We recommend that there be a committee of seven members 
to report to our next annual conference on the relations of 
the Alumni of the University and Napa College to the con. 
aolidated institution and to formulate some plan by whiCh 
they may render effective service tor the same. That thls 
committee be composed of two 'fru.Btees, one elected by each 
Board; .. two alumni, one elected by the usocia.Uon of each 
institution, and three members elected by this conferenue. 
This consolidation, we trust, o-pens a new., proepel"''UB 
and agressive era for our educational 1nterests.l 
file plan generally would be to leave Pacific and Napa College 
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essentially the same as they were and establish at San Francisco a 
great graduate school nder the Jlall!e of the University of the Pacific 
with ccordlna.ted control l'Jf all three of them. Such a plan would 
involve the expenditure of tnanY thousands .-of dollars· o'! new money, 
" 
and the question in the minds of maey people was whether or not the 
task wa.s too large for the Methodist constituency in Northern 
California.. 
Meanwhile, hard.l.y had Dr. Crook had time to get the "feel" of 
. (A 
his Preaideney then he decided to resign. lie found the tasks of 
lifting the morale of the t~ehool almost too great to bear. The stu.. 
dent body had been considerably reduced in numbers since the days 
'Of President Stra.ttt)n. and the College debt was steadily mounting 
each year. ln J!'ebruary of 1893, the Board decided. to release him, 
the action to take effect in May of the same year. He should be 
awreeiated, a.a the Trustees said in a. reaolution to him, »for his 
services· in the difficult and responsible position he was called to 
fill at the most critical period in all our history as an inetitu.. 
t ion of learning. "2 
Fortunate was the school to have ns Vice-President. Wesley 
1 ~{,in,utEUl of the California A.nnj!aJ Conference, 1892. 
2 M1J!U:~~s of the Board of Trus.tees, lfiaY 23, 1893, p. 131. 
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Caleb Sawyer. to carry O'n over a period of trand tion.. !t'he same 
Trustees• meeting tha.t released Dr. Orook elected Sa.yqer as Acting 
President for a per.tod of one year, after Dr. Orook's udgnat1on 
was to take effect. Sawyer had graduated from Harvard University in 
the class of 1861. lTot long afterward he had seen action in the 
Oivil War and. 1 t was while he was fighting in North Carolina that a 
.cannon ball antputa.ted his left leg at the middle of the thigh. He 
used .an artificial limb and a. cane for the· rest of his lU'e, and 
lDal),y remember his going to and from cla.sses under thts .ba.nd1ca:p • 
yet having the diBS.bility completely mastered. After teaching in 
several colleges in the Fast, Sawyer had eome to California in 1887 
and two years later joined the staff of the University. Ita displayed 
a stee.d,ying in:tluenoe at a time when it was greatly needed.. fhe 
loyalty of Saver and his wife in staying through SllOh trying daya 
and coming out of it all with high spiri:ts, is a m!)nument of great 
import for them. 
fh.e l'acU'1c and Napa consolidation was gaining mueh momentum 
even though both sides were a little wary of the move. Napa College 
interests in the main believed the ~lan to be impracticable. 
Reference. to t.b.is and the resultant action h :found 111 the Calif'orn.ia 
Conference Minutes of 1894: 
1'he question of the unity of our ed\.'l.Cational work rsceived 
attention at the last session of the Conference and a joint 
Board wa..s erea.ted to carry out a plan of consolidation. 
This joint Board met at 1037 Market Street. San Francisco. 
December 14, 1893. We quote :f'rom its report: "After extended 
discussion of points involved in uniting our educational insti-
tutions, the following resolution was offered by L. J. Norton. 
and its adoption moved by him and seconded by Dr. Coyle and 
carried: 
ftli.JlRIAS, in the opinion of this Boe.rd the 'Dla.n of trua uni-
fication of the University of th$ Paei11e and Napa College is 
l!:npmetleable. be :U 
DSOLVIID., that we take no further present action. but report 
our above oplnlon to the CaU.f'o:m1a. .AnZ.nJa1 Oonfe:fenoe. • 
!lotwi thst;a.ndlng the above e.ct1en, un1:t1cat1on still seemed 
to be the~ demand of the Ohuroh, and the present ooam1ttee Gt 
liiducatlon, a.f'ter mended d1sCW!lsion, aclopts the followil'!g 
resolutions and report them. to this Ooufer.enee tor adoption: 
RESOLVED, 1--Tbat it 1a euential to the auceesstul oarrt• 
:1ng forward of our edu.ea.t1onal work that both our 1nst1tut1ona 
abould be und~r one management, ao tbat the Oo'ftference may act 
as a unit in its pa.trona.te and support 
iESOLv.tm., 2-fbat we instruct the Board. of Tru~tteea of 
the University of the Pacific and of the Hapn College to 
legally tranater their properties to a new Joint board, said 
transfer to be made at 'the earliest practica"ble date. a •• · 
BESOLVED, 7-'That we request the Bishop to support F. F. 
Jewell Chancellor of our united educational interests • and 
thh Conference pledget ih .hearty sup-port to Dr. JEmell and 
will open our pulpite to him at rruch times at;~ shall b~ conven-
ient to him. 
:RESOLVED, ~'l'ha.t we gratefully record our high apprecia-
tion of the aeu· ... nacrificlng devotion, great liberality .. and 
long and continued usefulness of the retiring Board of Trustees 
of the Unlversi ty- of the Pacif'ie. And, while we owe them n 
debt of gratitude we can never pay, we assure them of our a'bid.-
1ng love for them, und our contllte}tt a~d prnye:rl:'ul tnterest in 
them as brethren beloved in the Lord. 
At a Board of Trustees meeting on September 24, 1894, several 
dgnifieant moves toward oo nsol1dat1on were llliade. fbe question of 
the name of the consolidated institution wue considered at length, 
and it was voted: 
Resolved that the consolidated educational institutions 
of the California Conference of the Methodbt Church be known 
as the San Francisco University; that Napa College shall be 
henceforth known as ~le Nnpa College of the University of Ban 
Francisco, and the University of tlta Pacific shall be dea1~ted 
aa the ~~n Jose College of the University of San Frauc1seo: 
and these institutions shall be retained in their present lo,ca.-
tions as Colleges of said Unh15rdty; !ind th£j.t a11 eoon ss sites 
and endowments can be secured, a College of Thaology and .a 
College of Liberal Arts be founded 1n San Francisco or ita 
immediate vicinity.· 
The pr1nc1pal place of business was to be in San ll'ranclsco; 
8? 
The President of Napa College, since 188?, was Dr. J. N. :Beard; 
His term of office there had been so successful that the !oa:rd of 
Trustees, on October 30, 1894, elected him the first President of the 
consolidated University of the Pacific. .Beard was a natural educator, 
possessed marked executive ability, a teacher and. preacher of command-
in.g peNonal.it,Y, an indefatigable student, and a man of rigidly moral 
~rinc1ples and profound conv1ction.l Elected to serve with ~eard was 
Dr. F. F. Jewell, as Cbaneellor of the un1 ted educational interests. 
!'he dut i.e a of the two officers were outlined by the Board. 2 The 
Chancellor and President were to be ranking officials of the University, 
equal in dignity, though each supreme in his own sphere. ~e 
Chancellor was to have general supervision of business interests and 
financial affairs: the President was to have charge of the educational 
work of the University and represented the institution as its academic 
head in all educational matters. .• 
Jewell w~nt to work immediately to raise money to eliminate the 
combined debts of Pacific and Na-pa. A total runount of approximately 
$75,000 was needed to clear up all obligations, including interest and 
incidentals. By conference time in 1895 he had secured $51,400 in 
subscriptions and was energetically going after the rest. 
To show that the Trustees were serious about this union, the 
1 Rockwell D. Bunt, ~lden Jubilee of the Universitl of the P~eific, 
1901. p. 13.· 
2 Minutes of the Board of Trustees, A'Ut:,<>'W!t 20, 1895. 
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Conservatory of Uu.s~o at San Jose was made one of the Oollegesof the 
University and Mr~ .Leon Driver was elected its Dean.1 Later, 
Professor M, S, Cross was elected Dean of the San Jose College of 
Liberal Arts of the Universit.r of the P•cifio. 2 Diplomas granted in 
1895 fl'Ol!! Napa College were scheduled to beal" on their face, Wf.Jntver-
s1t7 of the Pacific.• fhe report of ~is action was: 
fhe diplomas thia -rear granted from the !rape. College and. 
thie school will bear on their face, UUniversity of the Paci-
fic. ·137 next }"ear, beside the above appellation, there will be 
the name o:£ th$ school from which the person graduated., 
designated on the diploma, as Univers1t1 of the Pacific, San 
Jose College of Liberal Arts. !he person gr.aduating will have 
the option of changing his diploma. that he ~receives this rear 
for another bearing the title denoting it is from the 1nstitu.-
t1on under its new regfme,3 
In order to make this Ul4ificat1on legal, it was necessa%7 to 
set up a legal structur'e so t to invest all the property in the 
hands .of a··<Aewly elected :Board. fhis was done, a new lloard of 
thirty-six members created, and all the property transferred to it,' 
All that was necessary now was the money required to p'Urchase a 
campus and construct the buildings in San Francisco. 
The first division of courses was made on August ao, 1895,4 
The Music course at Nape. was dropped as a degree course, and it was 
order~d that the degree course of the University be given only at 
College Park. !fh.e Art School of Napa College was adopted as the Art 
School of the University, and it was ordered that degrees in Art 
be conferred only there, 
1 
2 ~. October 30, 1894. Sin ~ose Dailz Mer~, May 13, 1895, p. a. 
3~--4 Mtnute~ of the :Board of T:tu.steS!!• August 20., 1895; 
~f 1896 he slgaif'led hie intention of again beoordng a student and 
getting in touch with the lat6al thought on the question~ of the dq.; 
It was hl11. intention to travel 1n liurope and etud,r at Oxford Un1Ter-
e1t7.1 Hie ~ftc1al redgna.Uon. to take effect at once, was 
accepted b7 the :Board f)t\ JarrtJa'i!'T 23, 1896. It 1e believed that he 
entertained for the Uu!:reralty certain far-teaching ple.ns, not 
' 2 
wholl¥ in accord wUb. the wtshea of the ~stees. 
Future pol1ey was the min discussion at the :Soard meeting on 
lartllFJZ'I 23, 1896. fhe f'ollowing resolutbns were adopted: 
l'lrat, The time has come for a radical change in our edu-
cational policy in order to avert financial disa.star. 
Second, We ce.n no longer run. two separate schools. 
!fhird, fhat we should close Napa College at the end of the 
present schols.at1c year. ':hat the debte of the same .should be 
paid as speedily aa pC)seiblo. !bat the Endowment :fund of the 
Napa College should be transferred to the Trostees of the Con--
ference. the income from which shall be applied to the carry. 
ing or paying of' the debts of the lfapa College, until the .asme 
are fully paid. fhe prtne1pal and interest thereafter s.ceumu.-
lating.,. to be held bt trast a.w an endowment Funa for a 
T:heologtcal SchooJ. 1n San Francie co -or v1eln1 ty, when it Jlla7 
appear to the i'rustees of the University of the .Padfie ~~d the 
California Am:tut.1l C.:"~nference that sucl1 achool cau .be established 
e.nd suatatned.· 
T.his decislon was final because the ioard had been g1ven full 
power to act. fhe students of Napa College 11k~1ae protested the 
closing of the school they had learned to love. Friends and alumni 
of old Napa College were not entbua1ast1c about the demise of their 
school, and matt1 a:udlble protests were tDad.e. In fact • one still 
1 ~n;n Jose Daily !lere.:az, January 15, 1896, p. 3. 
2 Rockwell D. Hunt, ~jde,n. Jubilee of the Untvers,it;z o.f ths ,Pa.cifie, 
1901, p. 13. 
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hears laments from th~ older residents in that part of th~ state. 
Deaplt$ this sinoore feeling on the part of the students, ttlaiJY' of 
them transferred to College Park at the beginning of the Fall term of 
1896. Two popular professors .. Hunt and Ctlrtis, also made the 
traqter~ The final step in the merger was taken by the Alnmni Asso-
ciation of the University of the Pacitlc when all alumni of Napa 
College were declared members of the Alumni Association of the Uni-
versity of the Pacific.~ 
... 
1 
J:inutes of tq.e Al'3Pl1ti Associatio.!h May 23, 1896, p. 77. 
CHAPTER VIII 
The choice of a President to fill the post vacated by Dr. Beard 
was postponed until the Fall of 1896. f.he Trustees were not to be 
rushed to fill the va.ca:ncy because, as one of them ttated, 11fhe 
e1 tuation presents 1'tself thwu We he.ve a most ca-pable Dean in the 
person of Professor Cross and as econo~ is the watchword of the 
Board of Trustees, ~u may safely say there will he no election, in 
any event, until after the next Conference, whieh will occur the 
early part of September. al Professor Cross was very- popular with the 
student body. He had a fine educational baekgro'U.'fld, ba111ng studied 
not only' in the United States but in Europe as welL He was a 
Christian in the finest sense of the term. Because of this popular-
ity the students began a campaign to have the 'l'ruutees elect him 
President of the University. Over ninety students signed the -petl-
tion that waH presented to the Board, and a copy of the ~etit1on was 
nublished !n the San Jose Daily Mercury. 2 
However, Dr. Eli McClish looked l1ke the best candidate to the 
~rustees, and des~ite the movement 1n favor of Dr. Cross, he was 
unantooously elected. Preeident on August 4• 1896. Upon motion, at the 
same meeting, a Viee-l'reddent of the Faculty was erea.ted, and Dr. 
Cross was eleeted to that position. .A.t a later meeting, Set~te:nber 
10, 1896, it t~Vs.e d-ecided that no Chancellor or financial agent be 
employed for the coming year, the President being reque~ted to take 
charge of .financial ma..tters. Chancellor Jewell wa.s thus relea.sed to 
~ San J~J!8 ~. Nay 17, 1896., -p. 2. 
ll>.M·, P• a. 
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,return to the pastorate. 
lrom this point on the skies bepn to clear somewhat. Student 
enrollment was on the upgrade, the work of the achool was tullJ 
accredited at Stanford Univerdty and the University of California~ 
and1 several bequests for endowment 'J)Ul"pOses were received. Pr•d-
dent McClish was fortunate in the chOice of a treasurer; namely; 
Mr. Jere Leiter. Previous to this time yearly def1c1t.s had been 
pill~ up, but, through the fine management of McCllsh and Leiter, 
the y~r 1897-S ended wit~ a deficit of only $143. fhe embarrass-
11:1&' part of this report. however • was that all members of the staff 
reduced their salaries 1n order to make the showing. 
During the last year of the Nineteenth Century, the Bit!hopa of 
the Methodist Church 1ssued an appeal to the Church, in general, for 
a K~entieth Century ~nk Offering" of' $20,000,000 for the var1ou. 
benevolent purposes of the church. lt waa thol.Jght that all people 
having to do w1 th the fund in this area would glve special eoneidera-
t1on to the needs of the University and direct benevolences toward 
the school. Reverend H. :B. Heacock was elected financial secretar,y 
of the University to work especially in connection with the Twentieth 
Century Fund. 1 
~ special committee of the Board working on the relation of that 
Fund to the school, reported its findings as follows: 
Your committee on the twentieth century fund in its rel~ 
tion to our work beg leave to report as follows: 1. We ha1l 
this movement as one of great importance. and are pleased to 
note tbat 1ts principal object thus far developed 1s to 
1 Minutes of the Board of ~ruRtees. Sentember 9, 1B99. 
atl"engthen our Bf.gher educational institutions, and th'\J8 · 
increase our fac1l1 ties tor bulld.tng up the k:iDgdom of God • 
. We look upon this, therefore, a•.,an auspicious time for ••eking 
· the cooperation of our whole church in the con.f'orence, 1n the 
t.utereet of the University of the Pacific. 2. We recommend 
that the efforts of the Trustees should be directed to the . 
uttllsat1on of this time for the pqment of our debt atld 
increase of the indo11Dlftt Fund, and tbat the most efficient 
meana po181ble be resorted to for the accomplishment of that 
obJect. 3. We believe the t1me bas come for the formation of 
a Loan Fund to be used under the direction of the Trustees, 
for aee1at1ng students unable to secure an eduestton without 
aast.stance an.d. that the management of 1t be on dm1lar -prln-
clplee to those 1n vogue ln the General Educational Society. 
4. We recommend that the Saturday night of Conference week be 
set apart for a rousing Mass Educational Oonve"D.tlon to be under 
the d1rect1jn of the President and a committee he DBT cbooee to 
assist him. 
71mne1al Secretary Heacock was asked by the l3oard at .lts meet-
ing on September 9, 1899 to ctart getting subseriptiona to the 811l0'Ul'lt 
of $60,000 for the payment of th.e debt that had bull t up. The con-
ditione of the campaign were that eubsertptions ahould be taken from 
$50 to $1,000 and paid 1n three installments; 25~ when $15 1000 was 
subscribed and an additional 25% for ever,y $15 1000 subscribed there-
·after. 2 
~ere was pome consideration at this time by President McClish 
as to whether it would not be wiser for Pacific to become a Junior 
College than to face the constant problem ·of going into debt. Mat11 
suggested closing the institution because of the lack of sufficient 
finances. 
In a letter exPlaining this stand, to the §an Jose M~rcutl• 
he said: 
~ .J.biA:, June 7 1 1899. 
~inutes of the Board of Trustees, September 9, 1899. 
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At present we are not able to furnish the ~pportunities .in 
teaehing force, libraries. and laboratorieB that modern methods 
require for the epactal courses elected by J'Utliore and Seniors. 
Therefore, the Preddent states that it may be wiser to form a 
Junior-college than to close the institution on account of lack 
of finances. !he question is one of financial burden and the 
· future of the institution h in tl1e handtr of the Trustees who 
are elected by the Conference, and the councils and liberality 
of the friends of the institution will largely determine the 
policy adopted by the Board of Trustees.l 
Financially • the school was getting into bad cond1 t1on again •. 
A severe drought in the State that lasted over a period of two years. 
plus the fact that increased competition from other colleges was 
cutting in on the student enrollment, caused income from tuition to 
~hrink. It was found that the school ran behind on current expenses 
for the year 1899.1900 to the extent of $2,700. Interest on the debt 
also meant a heavy burden. Curtailing of expenses was faced by the 
Board realistically, and there was thought of cutting the etaff and 
reducing salaries from the low level already prevail1ng. The 
suggestion was made that the school might enter into closer relations 
with Stanford University and the University of California and that it 
might stop with the conclusion of the Sophomore year of work. At 
the :Soard meeting on April 11, 1900, letters from several of the lead-
ing colleges were read offering a great variety of views on the matter 
under consideration. 2 The weight of. sentiment was against any radical -
lowering of the grade as a college, though some reduetion in the num. 
ber of elective courses, with a view to lessening expenses, waa con-
sidered advisable.3 As this d·iscussion came to a head, the following 
l The Work;3-®x World,, March 1900, p. 7. 
2 Minuteg of the Board of Trustees, April 11, 1900. 
3 !JlM. 
resolution, introduced by J&. J. Hanson, was unanimouslY' adopted: 
BESOLVBD, bt we hereby express our purpose to maintain 
the University of the Pacific as a first-cless institution of 
Oollega grade, carrying forwa!'d our students to graduation in 
such courses of study as we may be able to sustain in accord-
ance with the requirements of the Universit:y Senate of the 
Methodist Episcopal Cbureb.l 
~e altunni, 11Jt:ew1se, were not lntereated in seeing the school 
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reduced. in rank. At the annual business meeting of the Alumni Asso-
ciation, strong feeling was expressed that the College should :rnatn-
tain its present ra~2 General opinion was eo strong on this 
matter that the case was considered cloeed. 
!l'he la.rge obJective, as has already been mentioned, was to elear 
the College from debt during 1900 so as to celebrate the Golden 
Jubilee the following year with no encumbrances. Mr. o. A. Hale, 
prominent California merchant I and Judge J. :a •. Lewis were the l~ 
chairmen of a committee to accomplish this. By August 31, 1900, all 
but $2S,OOO of the indebtedness wa.s taken eal"e of. San Joae citizens 
and businessmen were pa.rticrularly generous in work a.nd in giving. 
Ministers o! the conference gave liberally themselves and induced 
members of their congregations to do likewise. The Al:umn1, through 
the Alumni Association, started on a campaign for $1,000 of this sum. 
1~e students s~arted a. Chain letter while other studente of the Art 
Department made up a Univers1 ty Calendar which was to be sold and 
the proceeds turned over to liquidate the debt. Ball1ee were hBld 
over the state, and a big cloA1ng rally in San Jose on the last day 
I 
. ' 
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of the year • w1 th :Bishop Hamil ton as the speaker • was scheduled. On 
December 20th, Just eleven days before the deadline, all but 
$5,642 bad been pledged. When January 1, 1901, arrived and the IJUb... 
ucrlptions were comted, it was found that not only had $60.000 been 
tu:rned in but an excess of this ·amount was pouring tn, and the Preai-
dent said he hoped that the total woW.d ultimately reach $65,000.1 
It was hoped that the money would come in so as to make possible au. 
announcement at the fiftieth anniveraaey at Commencement week, that 
the mortgage had been cleared.2 While this was not done, the feel1~ 
that the debt had been underwritten gave a lift to the festivities of 
the fiftieth year. 
For several years maey ha.d been thillldng of the big Jubilee 
celebration to occur during Commencement week. Professor Bockwell D. 
Hunt, of the Department of History, was requested by the Board to 
prepare an historical account of the first fifty years of the life of 
the University to be presented at the celebration.3 ~is fourteen-
page work bas been the only printed history of Pacific up to this 
date. It was nresented first in the Overland Monthly, for Nay, 1901, 
and later reprinted 1n several hundred copies. The first ~repared 
alumni directory was ordered by the Alumni Association and printed 
in the general College ea.talogue for the year 1902.4 
The Jubilee Celebration was considered a great success. During 
this week in May • 1901, there was much fervid oratory. inspiring 
l S&n Jgse.Mercurz. Jauua:ey 2, 1901, P• 8. 
: Minutes of ,the Doard of Truatees, January 28• 1901. 
Ib1d •• Februar;y 14 1 1901. 
4 M~nutee of the Alumni Assoc1at1o~, September 3• 1901, p. 212. 
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mudc, and -colol"f\11 decoration. Al:umnl and friends :from far away 
made 1 t a special polut to be present. to reunion with their friends • 
. fo those whc had R'l!lde 80 many personal sacrifices to see the institu-
tion through its darkest daTe, the event was a erown1ng aehievement. 
Nevertheless 1 the constant needs of the sehool eaused the 
President and Financial Agent to continue thinking in torma of more 
·.' 
money. i'.b.e presldlng Bishop, Hamilton, pointed out the necessity 
of greatly increasing the Endowment Fund as soon as the enUre debt 
waa remove4.1 A Resolution b,r President McClish was passed at a 
Board meeting, 2 requesting the Methodist Conference to inaugurate 
at once a movement for raising an additional endowment of $150,000, 
under such terms as a committee of the .Board would determine. As 
an assurance of perpetuity, atab1lity, and enlarged usefulness 
must be the a~ .of a school, the Conference at its session in 1901 
pl~ed itself to cooperate in raising this sum of mone,y.3 
i liJi14teg"of ,the AA,arg, ef frugtreA• April 4• 1901. 
,lW •• September 13. 1901. 
3 ~\i§,tt! 2f the C&&lifornia .A:r,mua6 Conferenpt. 1901, p. go~ · 
CO:NCLOSIOli 
The first half-century of the college thus ended in 1901. !be 
college grew from humble beginnings until by 1901 it was clear that 
its continued existence was assured although it certainly needed 
higher accreditation and more financial unde~girding. 
Jven thollgh Pacific was the first college on the scene 1n 
Callfom!a and it managed to keep alive, it had not advanced with 
the newer S.nsti tutlons academically. It was conddered to be academi-
cally 1Df'ertor to the highest ranking schools in Northern California 
and thls was not remedied unttl a number of yeara later. 
The financial story was not favorable. There ms a constant 
struggle to keep alive. It waa ditficul t to obtain new buildings 
and equipment, the endowment was insufficient, teachers were poorly 
paid, and there was a debt to face practically every year. Part of 
this difficulty can be attributed to the fact that the college was 
predominantly Methodist and drew most of the .upport it received 
from the church or individuals in the church. Unfortunately. 
Methodism in Northern California had relatively few adherents and 
was considered a missionary enterprise tor many years. It had a 
diffic.ult time maintaining itself and the college, was destined to 
share in thte. 
Possibly the most characteristic feature of this f1rat·half" 
century waa the ability of the college to adJust itaelf to changing 
conditions, it was able to weather BUCcesefully one t~torm after 
another and by adjusting to changes, it managed to continue , .&ere 
other protestant colleges in Northern Califor.n1a failed. 
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Despite these problems, the human factor in education manifested 
itself and had ita share in developing a long line of successful 
~duates who were fed into the stream of life of the state and 
nation. Prominent doctors, teachers, preachers, laW7ers, musicians 
and business men, t9 mention only a few, were educated on the campuses 
at Santa Clara and College Park and they have made illuatrio'l".s con-
tributions to the gene~l welfare. Certainly the college bas had 
its fair proportion of prominent alumni. 
~e history of the first half-century 1e but a curtain ~1ser 
to the second and more significant part. On the foundations of the 
old the new college is being built, 
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